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ABSTRACT

Author: Luitjohan, Kara, E. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Boron Segregation and its Effects in Advanced High Strength Steel
Major Professor: David Johnson
There is a current push in the automotive industry to increase the fuel economy of passenger
vehicles. One method to achieve this goal is through the use of advanced high strength steels
(AHSS). The higher strength of these steels allows for thinner gauge components to be
implemented, reducing the weight of the vehicle and increasing the fuel economy. Included under
the umbrella of AHSS are alloys containing small amounts of boron, 0.002 – 0.005 wt% B. The
addition of boron leads to difficulties during commercial production, specifically via continuous
casting.
The casting difficulties are predicted to stem from a metatectic reaction,  →  + L, occurring
in the iron-boron binary system. Depending on which thermodynamic database is utilized, this
reaction is predicted to occur at different boron levels. To experimentally investigate the predicted
metatectic reaction, levitation zone melting is used to control the boron segregation in two simple
Fe-B binary alloys, and confocal scanning laser microscopy allows for in-situ observation of local
microstructural changes as temperature is varied. Both experimental methods show evidence of a
metatectic reaction providing a good comparison to predicted phase diagrams. Based on the
experimental results, the metatectic reaction occurs over a broader range of compositions than
predicted, from 0.0025 to ∼0.06 wt% B.
The experimental technique successfully applied to the binary system is then used to
investigate how the addition of carbon and other solute elements affect the metatectic reaction and
subsequent solidification. When carbon is added to the Fe-B system, levitation zone melting results
in a -bcc to -fcc peritectic jump as steady-state growth conditions are reached with respect to
carbon segregation. Boron remains in solution until the last zone to solidify. Although the boron
content throughout the directionally solidified zone remained below 5 ppm B, it has an impact on
the microstructure as bainite forms where proeutectoid ferrite and pearlite are predicted from the
carbon composition.
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With commercial boron-containing AHSS alloys, levitation zone melting was used to
investigate how boron segregation was affected by the presence of other solute elements. Although
boron is known to be a strong nitride former, boron was found to precipitate out with iron and
carbon while nitrogen formed precipitates with titanium and carbon. When low amounts of boron
are present, less than 5 ppm B, it was seen to have an influence on the microstructure development,
similar to the ternary alloy. However, higher levels of boron result in the formation of boride
precipitates along original austenite grain boundaries as a result of boron-rich intercellular liquid,
not from a solid state transformation. In commercial castings, the formation of the low melting
boride phase from interdendritic segregation is likely a source of the defects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS)
There is a current push in the automotive industry to increase the fuel economy of passenger
vehicles. One way this can be achieved is through the use of advanced high strength steels (AHSS).
These steels employ various strengthening mechanisms to achieve a range of mechanical
properties that are required in all parts of today’s vehicles[1]. The range of mechanical properties
of AHSS alloys are displayed and compared to conventional steel alloys in the percent elongation
versus strength plot shown in Figure 1.1. For example, the high energy absorption of dual phase
(DP) and transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels are valuable in crash zones of the car
while the higher strength alloys, such as martensitic (MS) and boron-based hot formed (HF) steels,
are necessary in the structural components of the passenger compartment[1]. The third generation
AHSS alloys look to maintain the high strengths while improving ductility.

Figure 1.1. Percent elongation versus strength plot illustrating the range of properties of
conventional steel alloys compared to advanced high strength steel alloys.
In the past, alloys required a tensile strength greater than or equal to 550 MPa to classify as
an AHSS. However, there are now multiple AHSS alloys with tensile strengths as low as 440 MPa,
and strength is no longer suitable as a defining factor[1]. Microstructure is now utilized to define
what alloys classify as AHSS. AHSS alloys have a microstructure composed of one or more phases
other than ferrite or cementite. This allows AHSS to differ from the conventional high strength,
low alloy (HSLA) steels that consist of single-phase ferrite with some possible pearlite
formation[1].
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1.1.1 Boron-Containing AHSS
Under the umbrella of AHSS are boron-containing steels, including hot formed (HF) steels.
Very small amounts of boron, 0.002 – 0.005 wt% B, can result in an increase in the hardenability
of steel[2]. The low amounts of boron are in contrast to the larger amounts of substitutional
alloying elements that are used for hardenability, such as Mo and Ni[2,3]. Hardenability is defined
as the suppression of diffusion controlled transformations, such as the formation of ferrite or
pearlite from austenite, to form martensite[3]. In HF alloys, for example, the steel parts can be
quenched in water cooled dies to induce the austenite to martensite transformation due to the effect
of boron, with an ideal final microstructure of all martensite[2].
Boron increases the hardenability of steel by limiting the nucleation of ferrite along austenite
grain boundaries[4,5]. This effect is likely due to the reduction in interfacial energy as boron
segregates to the austenite boundaries, making the boundaries less effective as nucleation sites.
The effect of boron can be illustrated with a time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram[6].
Boron has a large effect on the high temperature TTT curve that represents the austenite to ferrite
transformation[4,6]. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, boron shifts the ferrite curve to the right,
increasing the incubation time before the austenite to ferrite transformation begins. The delayed
austenite to ferrite transformation results in the formation of larger fractions of bainite and
martensite for similar thermal cycles in boron containing steel compared to the alloy without
boron[4].

Figure 1.2. Illustration of the effect of boron on the TTT diagram, shifting the austenite to ferrite
transformation to the right[4,6].
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The minimum amount of boron needed to increase the hardenability is dependent on the
amount of austenite grain boundaries, however, 0.002 wt% B is often adequate for typical
commercial alloys[6]. If too much boron is present, the formation of boron-containing precipitates
will limit how effective boron is. If boron is taken out of solution, it can no longer limit the
nucleation of ferrite. With high boron levels, iron boro-carbides, M23(B,C)6 where M is the metal
fraction that contains mainly iron, form along austenite grain boundaries, enhancing ferrite
nucleation and reducing hardenability[3,6]. Also, nitrogen has a high affinity for boron, second
only to titanium. To keep boron from forming nitrides, titanium can be added to protect the boron
by forming titanium nitrides[3]. Also, once carbon concentrations reach 0.7 wt% C and above,
boron effectiveness decreases and eventually becomes negligible[3].

Thermodynamic Investigations of Boron-Containing Steels
Even in small amounts, introducing boron in steels make the alloys difficult to commercially
produce, specifically via continuous casting. In extreme cases, the casting of these alloys end in
breakouts. More commonly, quality issues such as surface cracks, internal half way cracks, folds,
pockets, and ridges are found in the as-cast ingot[7–9].
1.2.1 Iron-Boron Binary System
The source of the casting defects is predicted to stem from reactions occurring in the ironboron system. However, different thermodynamic studies predict different reactions. In some
studies, a  + L →  peritectic reaction is predicted in the Fe-B system[10]. If this is the case, the
casting defects could be similar to those seen in hypoperitectic carbon steels. In these carbon steels,
liquid solidifies as two different solids simultaneously. The difference in the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the two solids leads to defects in the as-cast product, such as surface cracks[7,11]. In
other studies, a metatectic reaction,  →  + L, is predicted, such as those shown in Figure 1.3.
This reaction results in a completely solid material partially remelting as the temperature is
decreased. A phase diagram produced from the TCFE8 thermodynamic database (Thermo-Calc:
Steels/Fe alloys database) predicts as low as 0.0025 wt% B will remelt through the metatectic
reaction, Figure 1.3a[12,13]. Other predicted metatectic reactions in the Fe-B system differ on the
compositions that undergo the remelting reaction, specifically the minimum amount of boron that
will remelt. Two older diagrams from Kubaschewski and the TCFE5 thermodynamic database
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predict the minimum concentration of boron that will remelt at an order of magnitude larger than
TCFE8, 0.039 wt% and 0.022 wt% respectively[12,14,15]. Also, the TCFE5 database predicts
post-metatectic remelting,  →  + L, due to a retrograde solidus between 0.015 and 0.022 wt% B,
Figure 1.3b, unlike the other predicted phase diagrams[12,15]. It is evident that the metatectic
reaction and the corresponding solidification behavior is not well characterized in the Fe-B system.
It is also unclear how the addition of other solute elements will affect the metatectic reaction and
subsequent solidification process.

Figure 1.3. Two predicted Fe-B phase diagrams from the (a) TCFE8 and(b) TCFE5
thermodynamic databases[12,13,15].
1.2.2 Iron-Carbon-Boron Ternary System
When carbon is added to the iron-boron system, the metatectic reaction is predicted to occur
as +  → L +  + . As carbon content increases, the composition range over which remelting
occurs is predicted to decrease and eventually disappear[7,8]. With 0.05 wt% C, the TCFE8
database predicts the metatectic reaction to occur from 0.002 to 0.0055 wt% B between 1420°C
and 1458°C, as shown in Figure 1.4[12,13]. Compared to the binary case, the remelting occurs at
a higher temperature over a smaller composition range.
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Figure 1.4. Vertical slice from the TCFE8 predicted Fe-C-B phase diagram with 0.05 wt%
C[12,13].
When the carbon content reaches ∼0.2 wt%, the metatectic reaction is no longer predicted in
the TCFE8 database, Figure 1.5. The TCFE5 database predicts the metatectic reaction disappearing
at a lower carbon level of 0.1 wt% C[12,15].

Figure 1.5. Vertical slice from the TCFE8 predicted Fe-C-B phase diagram containing 0.003
wt% B. As carbon content increases above ∼0.2 wt% C, the metatectic reaction is no longer
predicted to occur[12,13].
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Also, with 0.05 wt% C, TCFE5 predicts post-metatectic remelting,  → L + , to occur from
0.015 to 0.022 wt% B. The same composition range as the predicted post-metatectic remelting in
the binary system, shown in Figure 1.6. However, the curvature of the  solidus contains a knee at
∼1340°C that was not apparent in the binary system. As the carbon content is increased, the
curvature of the post-metatectic remelting region decreases; thus, the range of compositions which
undergoes remelting decreases as the carbon content increases. Once the carbon content reaches 1
wt%, no more remelting is predicted from the TCFE5 database. However, if the boron content is
greater than ∼0.015 wt%, TCFE5 predicts that liquid will be present until temperatures cool to
between 1120 and 1170°C for all carbon levels. TCFE8 shifts this level of boron to an order of
magnitude less, predicting that liquid could be present at ∼1175 °C for boron as low as 0.005 wt%
B, shown in Figure 1.4. Although the remelting reactions disappear with higher carbon content,
the liquid remaining at low temperature could still lead to defects in the cast product[7].

Figure 1.6. A vertical slice from the TCFE5 predicted Fe-C-B phase diagram containing 0.05
wt% C[12,15].
1.2.3 Addition of Other Solute Elements
To get another step closer to commercially produced boron-containing steels, the effect of
other alloy elements common to the as-cast product need to be considered. To explore this larger
composition space, Blazek et al. utilized the Thermo-Calc TCFE5 database to produced Fe-B
phase diagrams with various amounts of Mn, Si, N, Al, and Ti[7,8]. The effects compared to the
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binary system are summarized in Table 1.1. Adding 0.4 wt% Mn and 0.27 wt% Si does not seem
to have a large effect when compared to the Fe-B binary system. The boron content where
remelting occurs is slightly decreased, and the post-metatectic remelting occurs over a slightly
smaller range. When 0.8 wt% C is added along with Mn and Si, remelting occurs at much smaller
boron contents, from 0.007 to 0.009 wt% B. Some additions to the Fe-B system affect the position
and range of the metatectic by forming stable precipitates in the composition range of interest.
Adding 0.01 wt% N shifts the phase boundaries to the right by about 0.01 wt% B[8]. Knowing the
atomic weights of N and B are similar, 0.01 wt% N should bond with 0.01 wt% B to form BN,
explaining the shift in the phase diagram[8]. Nitrogen is known to also form precipitates with Al
and Ti. When low levels of Al are added to the Fe-B-0.01 wt% N system, BN is predicted to
preferentially precipitate over AlN, and the phase diagram does not change from the Fe-B-0.01
wt% N diagram. However, when the Al content is increased to 1.0 wt% Al, AlN precipitates form
at low boron levels allowing more boron to be present in solution[7]. At higher boron levels, BN
precipitates with, and eventually displaces, AlN. Instead of precipitation, the main effect of Al in
the boron-containing steels seems to be stabilization of the ferrite phase. With high amounts of Al,
the low temperature liquid is in equilibrium with ferrite instead of austenite. Since boron is more
soluble in ferrite, the remelting is predicted to occur at higher boron contents. Adding Ti has a
similar net effect on the predicted phase diagrams as Al, but it occurs through a different
mechanism. With 0.05 wt % Ti and 0.01 wt% N, both TiN and TiB2 are predicted to form. These
precipitates tie up more boron, pushing the remelting reaction to higher boron compositions. The
main conclusion from these studies is the need to determine the remelting ranges for each
composition of interest.
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Table 1.1. Summary of the addition of other solute elements compared to the Fe-B binary system
from the TCFE5 predicted phase diagrams[7].
Solute addition
0.40 wt% Mn,
0.27 wt% Si
0.01 wt% N
0.01 wt% N,
1.0 wt% Al
0.01 wt% N,
0.05 wt% Ti

Compared to Fe-B binary diagram
Remelting at slightly lower B levels
Post-metatectic occurs over slightly smaller range
Form BN
Phase boundaries shift to higher boron levels by ∼0.01 wt% B
Form AlN
Low temperature liquid in equilibrium with ferrite
Remelting predicted at higher boron levels
Formation of TiN and TiB2
Remelting predicted at higher boron levels

Experimental Investigations of Boron-Containing Steels
Experimentally, as-cast steel ingots show an increase in surface defects as boron
concentration increases[7]. In an AHSS alloy containing 0.0024 wt% B and 0.22 wt% C produced
on a commercial compact strip production caster, multiple internal transverse cracks formed
between dendrites. The interdendritic region is expected to contain higher boron content due to
segregation during solidification leading to the possible formation of a low temperature melting
phase[7]. An alloy containing 0.0038 wt% B cast on a conventional thick slab caster resulted in a
large centerline crack. The inner surface of the crack showed only primary dendrite tips implying
that the liquid that was present along the crack was the last to solidify. This liquid would have
been boron rich due to segregation and should have remained as liquid at low temperatures based
on the predicted phase diagram[7]. Under an optical microscope, commercially cast Fe-C-B ingots
contain a white phase near grain boundaries which typically appear black when no boron is present.
The amount of the white phase increases as boron increases, leading Blazek et al. to conclude that
boron segregates to the grain boundaries forming a boron rich iron-boron phase[7,8].
Blazek et al. also utilized differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to investigate the
metatectic reaction and post-metatectic remelting in boron containing steels[7,8,16]. Due to their
endothermic or exothermic nature, DSC detects phase transitions by comparing the amount of heat
needed to increase the temperature of a sample compared to a reference material. Three different
carbon levels were investigated including 0, 0.3, and 0.8 wt% C, and all alloys included ∼0.40 wt%
Mn and 0.27 wt% Si. The peaks from both heating and cooling in the DSC are plotted on the
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predicted phase diagrams from the TCFE5 database in Figure 1.7. Figure 1.7a shows results from
the alloys containing no carbon, and Figure 1.7b shows results from alloys with 0.8 wt% C. When
carbon was absent, the DSC peaks seem to match the TCFE5 predicted phase diagram. However,
as the carbon content was increased, the DSC results began to differ from the predicted diagrams.
In particular, the peak corresponding to low temperature liquid formation of the 0.8 wt% C alloy
is only seen when 0.02 wt% B is present when it was predicted to have occurred in the alloy
containing 0.01 wt% B. Even with the mismatch in higher carbon alloys, Blazek et al. concluded
that the DSC results show the TCFE5 predicted phase diagrams to be generally accurate[7,16].
They also note the predicted phase diagrams are calculated under equilibrium conditions, which
should account for some of the temperature differences between the predicted and experimental
results[16].

Figure 1.7. DSC results obtained from both heating and cooling superimposed on the TCFE5
predicted phase diagrams for alloys containing (a) 0 wt% C and (b) 0.80 wt% C. The alloys also
contained ∼0.40 wt% Mn and 0.27 wt% Si[16].
Another experimental technique that has been utilized to study the metatectic reaction is
confocal scanning laser microscopy[7,9,16]. This technique allows for a direct inspection of where
and when phase transitions occur during heating and cooling of an alloy. Using the same alloys
that were analyzed with DSC, Blazek et al. were able to watch liquid appear and then re-solidify
as the temperature was increased, as shown in Figure 1.8. With 0.031 wt% B, it was observed that
the liquid appeared at 1198°C, Figure 1.8b, and re-solidified at 1490°C, Figure 1.8f. Observations
made during the cooling of samples proved to be difficult due to the samples melting too quickly
resulting in a domed surface that was difficult to focus on, or the samples would solidify too
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quickly causing the surface to become too rough to focus on. For these reasons, CSLM
observations were made only during heating of the samples[9].

Figure 1.8. Observations from the CSLM during the heating of a steel alloy containing ∼0.4 wt%
Mn, 0.27 wt% Si, and 0.031 wt% B. (b) Liquid can be seen at 1198°C which then (f) re-solidifies
as the temperature increases to 1409°C[9].
The CSLM results from the Fe-B alloys containing 0.40 wt% Mn and 0.27 wt% Si are shown
in Figure 1.9a[16]. For all boron concentrations tested, an opaque liquid formed between 1000°C
and 1390°C. That liquid disappeared between 1277°C and 1460°C and reappeared at higher
temperatures for boron content ranging from 0.0215 to 0.045 wt%. For the alloys containing
0.0477 wt% B, which is not predicted to undergo the metatectic reaction based on the TCFE5
database, the low temperature liquid did not disappear. For alloys with boron content less than
0.015 wt% B, appearance of a low temperature liquid is also not predicted, but appears between
1350°C and 1390°C for 0.0004 and 0.0048 wt% B as well at 1120°C for 0.0094 wt% B. The only
alloy to not have any liquid appear before the predicted liquidus temperature did not contain boron.
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The appearance of the low temperature liquid in the alloys containing 4, 48, and 94 ppm B is
predicted to be caused by the segregation of boron during the solidification of the alloys leading
to locally higher boron concentrations[9].
In a continued effort to study the metatectic reaction in the Fe-B system, CSLM was also
used to study alloys containing 0.3 and 0.8 wt% C[9,16]. These alloys contained 0.40 wt% Mn and
0.27 wt% Si as well. Alloys containing 0.3 wt% C saw liquid appear between 1020°C and 1420°C
for boron levels of 0.0008, 0.0014, 0.004, 0.0107, and 0.0196 wt% B. This liquid remained until
complete melting occurred at the liquidus temperature. Similar to the CSLM results for the alloys
without carbon, this low temperature liquid was not predicted by the TCFE5 database for any of
the boron levels except 0.0196 wt%. However, the alloys did see a second appearance of liquid
near the temperature where the phase diagram predicted the first liquid would form. Similar results
were found with alloys containing 0.8 wt% C, as shown in Figure 1.9b. For boron content ranging
from 0.007 to 0.0191 wt%, low temperature liquid forms between 967°C and 1340°C, and this
liquid remains until the alloys begin to melt at their liquidus temperature. Based on the predicted
phase diagrams, the three alloys containing 7, 11, and 38 ppm B should not have had a low
temperature liquid form, and similar to the 0.3 wt% C alloys, they also saw more liquid appear
near the temperature where the phase diagram predicts the formation of the first liquid. Once again,
boron segregation appears to be a factor in low temperature melting[9,16]. Blazek et al. note that
similar to the DSC results, the CSLM experiments were not at the equilibrium conditions that were
used to calculate the predicted phase diagrams. Also, the temperature readings from the CSLM is
measured from the bottom of the alumina crucible that holds the sample and is not the exact
temperature of the surface of the sample. With this in mind, Blazek et al. concluded that the CSLM
results, similar to the DSC results, supported the accuracy of the TCFE5 predicted phase
diagrams[9,16].
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Figure 1.9. Results from the CSLM experiments with alloys containing (a) no carbon and (b) 0.8
wt% C superimposed on TCFE5 predicted phase diagrams[16].
With the support of both predicted phase diagrams and experimental results, it can be
accepted that the Fe-B system experiences a metatectic reaction. However, it is still unclear what
compositions of boron will lead to remelting. Another area that remains unclear in this system is
how the microstructure develops through the metatectic reaction. Other alloy systems that
transform through a metatectic reaction have been investigated, and from these systems, one can
build an intuition as to what the microstructure of the Fe-B system should look like after
transforming through the metatectic reaction.

Microstructural Characterization of Metatectic Reactions
Some common systems which undergo metatectic reactions include alloys containing
various rare earth metals[17]. Aluminum with lanthanum or cerium will see metatectic reactions
on the Al-depleted side of the phase diagram. Gadolinium and gold, ytterbium with indium or lead,
and various rare earth metals with manganese can also undergo metatectic reactions. Through a
series of heat treatments, Ferro et al. observed the microstructure produced through the metatectic
reaction in various rare earth alloys, concluding that the metatectic reaction results in liquid
nucleating inside of the primary solid grains.[17]. When that liquid cools, the resulting
microstructure will contain particles in the approximate shape of spheres in the center of the
primary grains. Where liquid droplets nucleate is possibly due to local structure variations within
the grains. Also, similar to the solidification of a binary eutectic, the liquid and solid phase from a
metatectic reaction could undergo coupled growth, resulting in liquid spheres of similar size and
similar spacing throughout the grain[18]. The amount of liquid that forms through the metatectic
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reaction is a function of the composition of the alloy. Qualitatively, the amount of remelting, and
therefore the amount of spherical particles, will increase as composition increases to reach a
maximum at the metatectic composition. As the composition becomes greater than the metatectic
composition and approaches the limit of the metatectic isotherm, the amount of remelting will
decrease to zero. Subsequently, as the alloys continue to cool past the metatectic reaction, they go
through a eutectic reaction and any remaining liquid will solidify as the eutectic structure. In
hypometatectic and metatectic alloys under equilibrium conditions, the only liquid available for
the eutectic transformation during equilibrium solidification will be the liquid formed during the
metatectic reaction. In hypermetatectic alloys, there will be primary liquid present along with the
liquid from the metatectic reaction. In both cases, the eutectic structure is observed inside the
droplets that form from the metatectic reaction, Figure 1.10. It should be noted that these
microstructures look similar to structures expected when heating up alloys that undergo a peritectic
transformation. However, only a metatectic reaction should produce this microstructure upon
cooling[17].

Figure 1.10. An optical image of a Nd-3 wt% Au alloy that undergoes a metatectic reaction. The
small, approximately spherical particles within the grains are evidence of the partial remelting
associated with the metatectic reaction[17].
Another system that undergoes a metatectic reaction is the copper-tin system[19,20]. While
the Cu-Sn system is well studied for the Cu-rich structural materials and Sn-rich solder materials,
the intermediate ∼40 to 70 wt% Sn alloys have not been well characterized. Within that lesser
studied range, a metatectic reaction,  → L + , occurs at ∼42.5 wt% Sn at 640°C, shown in Figure
1.11a. The discussion surrounding the remelting in this system is focused on the metatectic
remelting of the enriched  phase instead of the remelting of the primary  phase as in previous
studies. For alloy compositions that are ≳ 44 wt% Sn, will form only at the metatectic
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temperature containing the maximum possible amount of Sn. For alloy compositions that fall
between 41.5 and 44 wt% Sn, will begin to form above the metatectic temperature with a
composition gradient that should follow the  solidus line in the  +  region. This primary  phase
will have lower amounts of Sn than the  phase that forms at the metatectic temperature. As the
alloys cool below the metatectic temperature, the  phase with high amounts of Sn that formed
during the metatectic reaction will remelt[20]. In an early study by Lograsso and Hellawell, the
metatectic microstructure in a Cu-42.5 wt% Sn alloy is simply described as coarse  plates with
thin films of liquid within and separating the primary plates that solidify as . Stier and
Rettenmayr furthered the microstructural study by investigating metatectic Cu-Sn alloys exposed
to various heat treatments[20]. Similar to the rare earth alloys, the metatectic reaction in the CuSn alloys produced liquid droplets within the bulk structure which solidified as  particles within
 grains. This structure was most prominent in the quenched samples since the fast cooling rate
would not allow for diffusion to occur to minimize the local segregation of Sn. Recall, only  with
relatively high Sn concentrations will remelt in the post-metatectic reaction, and the authors did
not discuss how to identify if any of the primary  phase also remelted[20]. The microstructure of
a quenched Cu – 41.5 wt% Sn alloy is shown in Figure 1.11b.

Figure 1.11. (a) The Cu-Sn binary phase diagram with the metatectic reaction occurring between
the two red lines. (b) An optical image of a Cu-41.5 wt% Sn alloy with the spherical particles
from the metatectic reaction visible[20].
The iron-sulfur system also results in a metatectic reaction on the iron-rich side, Figure
1.12a[21,22]. Since ferrite has a higher solubility for sulfur than austenite, an Fe-0.07 wt% S alloy
that primarily solidifies as ferrite is expected to transform at 1370°C to austenite and a liquid
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containing ∼20wt% S. If the Fe-S alloy has an original composition greater than the metatectic
composition, it is expected that the metatectic reaction will increase the amount of liquid already
present at 1370°C[21]. Experimentally, the metatectic reaction in this system was investigated with
unidirectional solidification of Fe-S-Ni and Fe-S-Ni-Mn alloys[21,23]. The Fe-Ni system
experiences a peritectic reaction, but if the sulfur content is higher and the nickel content is low,
the alloy composition will fall near the Fe-S binary and a metatectic reaction is possible. As the
nickel content increases and the sulfur content decreases, the transformation should gradually shift
from a metatectic to a peritectic reaction making it an interesting test case for microstructure
formation.
An alloy composed of 0.07 wt% S and 3 wt% Ni is predicted to transform through the
metatectic reaction. At a slow growth rate during directional solidification of this alloy, primary
ferrite grows with no sulfides present, and nickel and sulfur are segregated to the melt. When the
reaction temperature is reached, austenite begins to grow into ferrite through a solid-state reaction.
As austenite grows, sulfur will be segregated to the primary ferrite. When the solubility of sulfur
in ferrite is reached, a sulfur rich melt will precipitate out, and the metatectic reaction should occur
as ferrite transforms into austenite and liquid. The partial remelting results in thin films of FeS at
the boundary between austenite and remaining primary ferrite[21,23]. The same alloy directionally
solidified at a higher growth rate reaches the peritectic reaction temperature prior to the completion
of the primary ferrite solidification due to the increased segregation of nickel. The peritectic
reaction initially results in the growth of an austenite layer along the entire boundary between
ferrite and the liquid. The austenite will continue to grow into both the melt and the primary ferrite
grains resulting in the formation of two different sulfides. Austenite growing into the melt will
segregate sulfur into the liquid resulting in sulfide formation in the interdendritic regions. As
austenite grows into the ferrite, a similar result as the slow growth rate case is seen, resulting in
sulfide formation in the center of primary ferrite grains due to the metatectic reaction[23]. This
structure is similar to the structure produced from the metatectic reaction in the rare earth alloys.
The image in Figure 1.12b below shows the two different types of sulfides that form.
The low nickel, high growth rate case sees the same results as an alloy containing higher
nickel content at 0.07 wt% S and 4.5 wt% Ni. However, when the high nickel alloy is directionally
solidified under a slower growth rate, a different solidification path is seen. Once again, the
primary solidification of ferrite is interrupted by the peritectic reaction but, in this case, austenite
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will only partially cover the primary ferrite. Since both solids are in contact with the liquid, the
composition can follow the peritectic reaction as the temperature decreases. Based on the phase
diagram, liquid will become depleted in nickel and enriched in sulfur as the temperature decreases
resulting in sulfide films forming in the regions last solidified due to segregation. When the nickel
composition increases to 8 wt%, the alloy solidifies as primary austenite with the sulfur segregating
to the interdendritic regions where sulfides form. In the Fe-S system, the microstructure produced
through the metatectic reaction, films between primary and secondary solids and particles within
the primary solid, is based on the solidification path taken by the alloy which depends on both
alloy composition and solidification rate.

Figure 1.12. (a) The iron-rich side of the Fe-S phase diagram. (b) An optical image of a
directionally solidified Fe – 4.4 wt% Ni – 0.07 wt% S alloy showing the two types of sulfides
that form during directional solidification at a fast growth rate[23].
Research Objectives
The main objective of this project is to determine the role of boron in the casting defects that
develop during continuous casting of boron-containing AHSS alloys. This study will utilize
levitation zone melting to control the segregation of boron and other solute elements resulting in a
large range of compositions and microstructures in a single ingot. These microstructures are
characterized and compared back to the predicted phase diagrams. By applying this method to the
Fe-B binary system, the metatectic reaction can be experimentally investigated. Carbon is then
added to investigate how boron interacts with carbon and iron. Finally, this experimental method
is applied to commercial AHSS alloys to characterize the nature of boron segregation and
determine what role it could play in the formation of casting defects.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To investigate boron segregation, levitation zone melting is utilized to control solute
segregation along the length of the ingot. The process results in a large range of microstructures
and compositions in one bar, which can be characterized and compared to predicted phase
diagrams. Many characterization methods are utilized, including optical microscopy, scanning
electron microscopy, and confocal scanning laser microscopy. For bulk composition
measurements, spark optical emission spectroscopy and inert gas fusion-thermal conductivity tests
are performed. Also, Vickers hardness measurements are collected along the length of the zone
melted ingots. To quantitatively assess boron segregation, electron energy loss spectroscopy in a
transmission electron microscope is discussed in Chapter 3.

Levitation Zone Melting
Levitation zone melting is a containerless processing method as shown in Figure 2.1. An
early description of levitation zone melting is given by B. F. Oliver[24]. This process is similar to
vertical float zone melting. However, at ∼20 mm diameter, surface tension is insufficient to shape
and constrain the liquid zone between the two solid bars. The liquid zone would tend to roll over
onto the lower solid bar resulting in a possible spill if only surface tension was relied upon[25]. In
the levitation zone melting process, an induction coil and eddy current plate assembly is used to
melt, levitate, and shape the liquid zone to a height similar to that of the solid bar diameter, ∼20
mm in this study. A melting solid/liquid interface is present at the top of the hot zone while a
freezing solid/liquid interface is located at the bottom. During processing, the size of the liquid
zone is visually monitored. If the liquid zone appears to grow or shrink, the power is adjusted
manually to return the liquid zone back to its original size. To maintain a smooth solid/liquid
interface, the bottom solid bar is rotated[26]. This ingot rotation, along with induction stirring,
contributes to a well-mixed liquid zone via turbulent flow[27]. In this study, the zone melted ingot
is moved through the assembly at a rate of ∼12 to 19 mm/h.
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Figure 2.1. (a) Schematic and (b) image of the levitation zone melter located at Purdue
University.
The levitation zone melting process allows for the controlled segregation of solute elements
with a large portion of the solute being swept towards the end of the bar. Starting with a bar of
constant cross-section and constant composition, Co in Figure 2.2a, a liquid zone of length l moves
across the bar, Figure 2.2b. As the bar moves through the zone melt assembly, a layer of liquid
freezes and a layer of solid from the original bar will melt. If the partition coefficient, k, is less
than one, the first solid to freeze of concentration kCo will be less than Co, and the liquid will be
enriched, as shown in Figure 2.2a. The partition coefficient is the ratio of the compositions at the
solidus and liquidus at a given temperature and represents the extent at which solute is ejected into
the liquid during solidification. As more of the original bar is pulled through the zone melt, the
liquid will continue to be enriched at a decreasing rate until steady state planar growth is reached
at a liquid composition of Co/k and a solid composition of Co. This initial transient region of
solidification followed by steady state planar growth is labeled as the directionally solidified (DS)
zone. The solid composition, CS, at any length x along the directionally solidified zone is given by
Equation 2.1 below[28]. This equation assumes that diffusion in the solid is negligible, there is
infinite diffusion in the liquid, the partition coefficient, k, is constant, and the liquid zone length,
l, is constant.
𝐶𝑆
𝑘𝑥
= 1 − (1 − 𝑘) exp (− )
𝐶𝑜
𝑙

Eq. 2.1

Depending on the partition coefficient of the particular solute element, a single pass in the
levitation zone melter, with a ratio of liquid zone length to total bar length of 0.125, will result in
a composition profile from Equation 2.1 such as those shown in Figure 2.2c[28]. As the partition
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coefficient approaches unity, such as k = 0.8 in Figure 2.2c, the transient zone followed by a steady
state growth at the original alloy composition, Co, will occur. When the partition coefficient is
smaller, such as k = 0.4 and k = 0.1 in Figure 2.2c, the composition of the whole DS zone is less
than the original alloy composition, C0. For systems with a low partition coefficient to reach steady
state, the liquid zone length must be small compared to the total length of the processed bar. The
solute balance for a zone melted ingot resides in the last zone to solidify. The composition profile
in the last zone can be calculated using the Scheil equation in Equation 2.2 below where fS is the
fraction solidified and CLastZone is the remaining solute composition in the liquid zone at the end of
zone melting[28]. Assumptions for this equation include no diffusion occurs in the solid, infinite
diffusion occurs in the liquid, and the solid/liquid interface is at equilibrium.
𝐶𝑆
𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒

= 𝑘 exp(1 − 𝑓𝑆 )𝑘−1

Eq. 2.2
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Figure 2.2. (a) Illustration of a simple phase diagram of (b) a zone melted ingot. Equation 2.1
results in (c) a typical composition profile across the total length, X, of a single pass zone melted
ingot depending on the partition coefficient of the system with l/X = 0.125. The profile in the last
zone to solidify illustrates the large increase in solute concentration.
The last zone contains higher solute concentration and solidifies faster compared to the DS
zone. The cooling rates during processing are experimentally measured by a high temperature
infrared pyrometer. The maximum cooling rate of the last zone, achieved by simply powering
down the system, was measured at ∼55 °C/min. The decrease in power of the system can be
manually controlled to reach specified cooling rates of, for example, ∼30 °C/min. The cooling rate
of the DS zone was measured at ∼3 °C/min with a thermal gradient through the solid/liquid
interface of ∼15 °C/mm. The DS zone cooling rate of 3 °C/min corresponds to the solid just behind
the solid/liquid interface. When the last zone freezes, the metal within the DS zone is cooled at a
higher rate corresponding to the powering down of the system. Therefore, the final microstructure
of the DS zone is the result of cooling rate an order of magnitude larger than 3 °C/min.
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Characterization Techniques
The techniques utilized to characterize segregation along the length of the zone melted ingots
are summarized in Table 2.1. Initially, all ingots were observed with optical microscopy. Prior to
imaging, the ingots were polished with 320 to 1200 grit SiC paper followed by 6 and 3 µm diamond
paste resulting in a mirror finish. If necessary, the ingots were then etched with ∼3% nital solution
of nitric acid and ethanol. A FEI Quanta 3D FEG Dual-beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
was utilized for both back scattered and secondary electron imaging. For all image analysis,
ImageJ was used[29]. Within the SEM, electron dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was used for
small scale qualitative chemical analysis. The system consists of an Oxford INCA Xstream-2
silicon drift detector with Xmax80 window allowing for the qualitative detection of light elements,
such as boron.
For bulk composition measurements, spark optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was
performed at the East Chicago (USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D. Spark OES uses the
difference in electrical potential between a sample and an electrode to produce an electrical
discharge that will heat and vaporize material at the sample surface. The vaporized material can
then be detected to determine the bulk composition[30]. The chemical detection limits of the
system are 5 ppm boron and 0.01 wt% carbon with machine errors of 0.0002 wt% B, 0.003 wt%
C, and 0.003 wt% Ti. The spatial resolution of the spark OES system is ∼5 mm. To account for
error, multiple profiles were performed along zone melted ingots, and all measurements are
included in each profile. To measure bulk nitrogen content, inert gas fusion-thermal conductivity
tests in a Leco-N Analyzer were performed at ArcelorMittal. The 1-5 gram samples are fused in a
graphite crucible under a He atmosphere at elevated temperatures. Nitrogen in the sample is
released as a gas and measured in a thermal conductivity cell[31].The instrument error for nitrogen
is ± 0.00005 wt% N.
To investigate mechanical properties, Vickers hardness measurements were performed with
a Leco 247AT Digital Microindentation Tester at 500 gf load. Hardness measurements were taken
in a grid pattern as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Four measurements were taken across the diameter of
the ingot with a spacing of at least 0.05 cm between each measurement. The spacing between each
column of four indents was at least 0.25 cm.
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of the grid pattern used for hardness measurements.
Table 2.1. Summary of the various characterization techniques utilized throughout this work.
320-1200 SiC paper
Sample preparation

Polish
Etch
Optical

Microscopy

Bulk composition
measurements

Hardness measurements

FEI Quanta 3D FEG Dualbeam SEM

6 and 3µm diamond paste
3% nital solution
SE imaging
BSE imaging
EDX

Nitrogen

Inert gas fusion-thermal
conductivity tests

Other elements

Spark OES

Leco 247AT Digital
Microindentation Tester

500 gf load

To observe in-situ phase transformations and reaction temperatures, samples from zone
melted ingots were investigated in a confocal scanning laser microscope (CSLM) located at the
East Chicago (USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D, shown in Figure 2.4. The CSLM
system utilizes a He-Ne laser for imaging and a halogen lamp for temperature control as described
by Yin et al. and Chikama et al.[9,32]. The phase transitions can be observed at a magnification
up to 2100x with a resolution of 0.5 µm, the minimum size of a feature detectable. Disk shaped
samples, ∼6 mm in diameter and 1-2 mm thick, were machined from the zone melted ingots and
polished to a mirror finish. Samples were placed in an alumina crucible inside of an infrared image
furnace that is heated by radiation of a halogen lamp. The sample chamber is separated from the
halogen lamp by a quartz window allowing for a controlled atmosphere in the sample chamber.
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Prior to the experiment, the sample chamber is switched between high vacuum and ultra-pure Ar
gas flow at least three times to desorb residual gases, followed by a final Ar flush of 30 min to
minimize any oxygen. During the experiment, the sample is heated at a programmed rate under
ultra-pure Ar gas flow, and the sample temperature is measured by a thermocouple placed under
the alumina crucible.

Figure 2.4. Confocal scanning laser microscope located at the East Chicago (USA) Center of
ArcelorMittal Global R&D.
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3. QUANTIFICATION OF BORON SEGREGATION

Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy
To thoroughly understand boron’s role in casting defects, quantifying the boron segregation
would be ideal. However, boron is difficult to detect without the added complications of the low
boron content and small, localized segregation along specific grain boundaries present in the
boron-containing steels. Quantitative x-ray analysis, such as energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDX) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) or transmission electron microscope (TEM) or
wavelength dispersive spectroscopy in an electron microprobe, is not possible due to absorption
of low-energy boron x-rays by detector windows.
One proposed method to allow for boron quantification on small length scales is electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) within a TEM. As high energy electrons travel through a thin
specimen within a TEM, the incident electrons can undergo elastic or inelastic scattering. If the
incident electron scatters inelastically, it will lose some characteristic amount of energy based on
the sample it interacts with. EELS is the analysis of the energy distribution of the inelastic scattered
electrons. Since the energy loss is characteristic of a particular specimen, EELS can then be used
to identify what caused the energy loss leading to information about the chemistry and electronic
structure of the specimen. EELS is able to detect and quantify all of the elements, and it is
especially useful for analyzing the lighter elements, such as boron[33]. However, it is a challenging
technique as it requires a very thin specimen to make sure the incident electron only undergoes
one energy loss event. Previous work has shown that specimens for boron quantification need to
be 20 to 30 nm thick[34].
A typical EELS spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1[33]. It can be divided into low energy loss
and high energy loss regions. The low-loss region contains the zero-loss peak and plasmon peaks
while the high energy loss region contains elemental information. The zero-loss peak is caused by
the incident electrons which have passed through the specimen without inelastically scattering,
and the plasmons are oscillations from weakly bound electrons[33]. Of main concern in this study
is the elemental information that resides in the edges present in the high loss region. The boron Kedge is located at 188 eV, carbon K-edge at 284 eV, and iron L3 and L2 edges at 708 and 721 eV,
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respectively. Collecting the EELS spectra is only part of the battle as quantification of the spectra
requires thorough mathematical analysis[34].

Figure 3.1. A typical EELS spectrum displaying the zero-loss and plasmon peaks associated with
the low energy loss region and the elemental edges in the high energy loss region[33].
To make TEM specimens from bulk steel samples, the focused ion beam (FIB) in-situ lift
out method is proposed. This method allows specimens to be made from specific regions of
interest. To start, a protective Pt layer is deposited over the region to protect the specimen from
damage during the lift out process. Ion milling then cuts the specimen from the bulk with
dimensions of ∼10 µm long by ∼10 µm wide and a thickness of ∼100 nm. Since the thickness of
the specimen for boron quantification needs to be below 30 nm, a nanomill can be used after the
lift out method to further thin the specimen with minimal damage.

Results and Issues
The work performed in this study was unsuccessful in quantifying boron through EELS. An
example of the work performed will be presented followed by a discussion of the issues
encountered.
To prepare TEM specimens, the FIB in-situ lift out method was performed in a FEI Nova200
NanoLab DualBeam TM-SEM/FIB. This was followed by final polishing of the specimen in a
Fishione Nanomill to achieve the desired thickness. Both machines are located in Birck
Nanotechnology Center at Purdue University. The specimen presented in Figure 3.2 was made
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from a grain boundary phase in a Fe-C-B ternary alloy. Figure 3.2a shows where the protective Pt
layer was deposited, and Figure 3.2b is a scanning TEM (STEM) image of that sample with the
various locations marked. Qualitatively, SEM-EDX detected iron, carbon, and boron within this
phase. The chemistry of this phase is anticipated to be Fe23(B,C)6 which has been identified in
other boron containing steels[3].

Figure 3.2. (a) SEM image displaying the region of interest made into a TEM specimen, and (b)
a STEM image of the specimen.
A Titan 80-300 kV Environmental TEM located at Birck Nanotechnology Center at Purdue
University was utilized for high-resolution STEM imaging and EELS analysis. EELS area scans
were performed in the bulk and in the boundary phase of the Fe-C-B specimen, as marked in Figure
3.3a. Within the boundary phase, a small boron and carbon edge is detected along with the iron
edges, Figure 3.3b. The bulk scan only displays the iron edges, Figure 3.3c.
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Figure 3.3. (a) STEM image of the Fe-C-B specimen with labels showing the areas where EELS
spectra were collected from. (b) EELS spectra from the grain boundary phase showing the boron,
carbon, and iron edges. (c) EELS spectra from the bulk showing the lack of boron edge.
However, point analysis within the ground boundary phase did not display a boron edge,
Figure 3.4. Signal collection over a larger area displays a boron peak while a smaller area with
lower signal does not. If the grain boundary phase with a relatively high boron content does not
result in distinct boron edge, a much lower boron level that is predicted from grain boundary
segregation will not be possible to detect through point analysis in EELS in the current microscope
set up. To overcome this limitation, it would be best to use an aberration corrected microscope.
The resolution of electron microscopes is limited by the imperfections in the electron lenses[33].
Aberration correctors help to reduce these imperfections, thereby increasing spatial resolution in
the microscope and enabling a quantitative increase in both imaging and spectroscopy. It has been
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shown that boron quantification along grain boundaries is possible in an aberration corrected
microscope[34]. A combination of good sample preparation and an aberration corrected STEM
should provide the best possibility of quantifying boron through EELS.

Figure 3.4. STEM image and associated point scan EELS spectra from the grain boundary phase.
A boron edge is not present.
Proposed Methods
While STEM-EELS is one possible way to quantify boron, there are other routes that should
be considered as well. Other methods need to have good spatial resolution to detect segregation
across a grain boundary and the ability to resolve ppm level boron concentrations. Two other
methods most commonly discussed include nano-analysis of secondary ion mass spectrometry
(nano-SIMS) and three-dimensional atom probe tomography (3D-APT).
3.3.1 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy
Secondary ion mass spectroscopy bombards the surface of a sample with ion energy ions,
sputtering atoms off the sample surface which are then analyzed. This technique is capable of
detecting bulk concentrations around 1 ppb with a high sensitivity for C, N, O, S, and B[35]. NanoSIMS allows for high chemical sensitivity to be combined with high spatial resolution, around 50
nm. When applied to steel, this technique can give an overall look at the state of boron distribution
without time consuming sample preparation. Nano-SIMS can identify borocarbides, boron nitrides,
or oxide particles and the particle densities[36]. However, it cannot identify the particular
composition of the particles. For example, borocarbide particles can be detected, but it cannot
identify if the particles are Fe3(B,C) or Fe23(B,C)6[35]. If boron is still in solution along grain
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boundaries, relative levels of segregation can be determined with nano-SIMS. Absolute
quantification of boron segregation with nano-SIMS is more complicated due to the difficultity of
preparing a standard steel sample with a known amount of boron in solution without
segregation[35]. Good standards are required before quantification of boron segregation via nanoSIMS is possible. To summarize, nano-SIMS is a good tool to gain an overview of boron
distribution and relative levels of segregation without difficult sample preparation.
3.3.2 Atom Probe Tomography
For the quantification of boron segregation, atom probe tomography (APT) looks to be the
most promising[35,37,38]. APT provides the highest spatial resolution for chemical analysis while
allowing for the identification and quantification of each elemental species in 3D[35]. Specimens
for APT are prepared in the shape of a needle using methods similar to TEM sample preparation.
The needles are subjected to a laser or voltage pulse that results in the ionization of an atom from
the tip of the needle. The time delay between the pulse and the detection of the ion allows for
chemical analysis[39]. Both quantification of boron segregation along prior austenite grain
boundaries and the distribution of boron in various precipitates have been determined through
APT[35,37,38]. The main limitations of APT include extensive sample preparation and the small
sample size of the measurements, similar to TEM analysis. A big challenge with small sample size
is to make sure the samples contain a prior austenite grain boundary. Ideally, the SEM used for
FIB lift out should also have an electron back-scattered detector (EBSD). By using EBSD, the
parent austenite grains can be determined, and a prior austenite grain boundary can be chosen for
TEM analysis[34,35].

Conclusions
Quantification of boron segregation is difficult. If absolute quantification is necessary, only
EELS in an aberration-corrected TEM or APT have the spatial and chemical resolutions for the
job. However, both techniques require extensive sample preparation and produce very localized
results. If relative segregation levels are the goal, nano-SIMS should be the choice technique as it
provides good spatial resolution without difficult sample preparation.
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4. IRON-BORON BINARY SYSTEM

Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, different thermodynamic studies of the Fe-B binary system
predict different reactions. In some thermodynamic studies of the iron-boron system, a  + L →
peritectic reaction, such as that shown in Figure 4.1a, is predicted[10]. However, in other
investigations, a  → L + metatectic reaction is predicted such as that shown in Figure 4.1b[7,14].
Four predicted Fe-B phase diagrams found in literature are detailed in Table 4.1 including the
reaction temperature, TR, the reaction composition, CR, the solid composition at TR, CS, and the
liquid composition at TR, CL. The compositions and temperatures match to the locations labeled in
Figure 4.1. Three of the sources predict a metatectic reaction while one predicts a peritectic
reaction[10,12–15]. The three predicted metatectic reactions differ on the compositions that
undergo the reaction, specifically the minimum amount of boron that will cause remelting through
the metatectic reaction, as discussed in Chapter 1. The TCFE8 thermodynamic database predicts
that a boron composition of 0.0025 wt% will remelt through the metatectic reaction, while the two
older diagrams predict the minimum amount of boron that will remelt at an order of magnitude
larger[12–15]. It is evident that metatectic reaction and the corresponding solidification behavior
is not well characterized in the Fe-B system.

Figure 4.1. Partial binary phase diagrams showing a typical (a) peritectic and (b) metatectic
reaction occurring at composition CR and temperature TR.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of the reaction temperature, TR, the solid composition, CS, the reaction
composition, CR, and the liquid composition, CL, of four predicted Fe-B phase diagrams.
Reference
Rompaey et
al.[10]
Kubaschewski[14]
Thermo-Calc
TCFE5
database[15]
Thermo-Calc
TCFE8
database[13]

TR (°C)

CS (wt% B)

CR (wt% B)

CL (wt% B)

Reaction
type

1396

0.00086

0.0020

1.7

Peritectic

1381

0.039

0.097

1.5

Metatectic

1360

0.022

0.045

2.1

Metatectic

1384

0.0025

0.0097

2.1

Metatectic

This study utilizes levitation zone melting to experimentally investigate the low
temperature remelting through the controlled segregation of boron. The large range of
compositions and microstructures contained in the zone melted ingot are characterized with optical
microscopy and confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM). These experimental results are then
compared to the predicted phase diagrams to better understand the remelting reactions.

Experimental Technique
Two iron-boron alloys were analyzed for this study. A low boron alloy containing nominally
0.0168 wt% B was a 45 kg ingot cast in a vacuum induction furnace at the East Chicago (USA)
Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D. A high boron alloy containing nominally 0.045 wt% B was
a 1 kg ingot cast in a small tilt-pour vacuum induction melter at Purdue University. After achieving
vacuum, the furnace was backfilled with argon. The sample was melted in a zircona crucible and
cast into a chilled Cu mold to produce 20 mm diameter samples for zone melting. In both alloys,
electrolytic iron and vacuum induction melting was utilized to limit any impurities in the cast
material.
Each alloy was levitation zone melted to create a large range of compositions and
microstructures within each ingot as described in Chapter 2. In this study, the zone melted ingot is
moved through the assembly at a rate of ∼12 mm/h. Predicted iron-boron phase diagrams show k
< 0.1, so an expected composition profile from a single pass through the levitation zone melter is
expected to look similar to the curve for k = 0.1 in Figure 2.2c. The compositional gradient and
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microstructure from the zone melted ingot can also be used to investigate the differences in the
predicted phase diagrams, Table 4.1. For example, an iron-boron alloy can be zone melted for a
certain length to reach a specific target liquid composition for the last zone. The induction power
can then be reduced, and, with an increased cooling rate, the solidification growth front will
transition from planar to dendritic growth. Analysis of the microstructure, composition,
morphology, and degree of microsegregation provides experimental evidence that can be
compared to predicted phase diagrams.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the cooling rate of the last zone for both alloys, as measured by
a high temperature infrared pyrometer, was found to be ∼55 °C/min. Similarly, the cooling rate of
the DS zone was measured at ∼3 °C/min with a thermal gradient through the solid/liquid interface
of ∼15 °C/mm. The DS zone cooling rate of 3 °C/min corresponds to the solid just behind the
solid/liquid interface. When the last zone freezes, the metal within the DS zone is in the -fcc phase
and is then cooled at a higher rate corresponding to the powering down of the system. Therefore,
the final microstructure within the DS zone is the result of cooling from -fcc at a cooling rate an
order of magnitude larger than 3 °C/min.
To describe the microsegregation as the solidification growth front transitions to a dendritic
microstructure in the last zone, the 1D Scheil equation is modified to allow for the partition
coefficient, k, to vary as a function of temperature, T. The solute rejected from the freezing solid
′
with a composition of 𝐶𝑠,𝑒𝑞
is pushed into the liquid which increases from composition 𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑞 and
′
fraction 𝑓𝐿 to a new equilibrium composition of 𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑞
and fraction 𝑓𝐿′ . Equalizing the amount of

solute pushed out of the freezing solid to the amount of solute that must be increased in the liquid,
the modified 1D Scheil equation takes the form of Eq. 4.1. For estimation purposes, solidification
of -bcc can be approximated with k’ ≈ 0.008, and solidification of -fcc can be approximated with
k’ ≈ 0.001.
𝑓𝐿′

′
′
𝑓𝐿 (𝐶𝑠,𝑒𝑞
− 𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑞 )
𝐶𝑠,𝑒𝑞
′
=
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘 = ′
′
𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑞
(𝑘 ′ − 1)
𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑞

Eq. 4.1

Along each zone melted ingot, various regions were selected for bulk composition
measurements using spark optical emission spectroscopy (OES) performed at the East Chicago
(USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D, as discussed in Chapter 2. The various regions were
also characterized with optical microscopy. Prior to imaging, the ingots were polished and, if
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necessary, etched with ∼3% nital solution. To observe in-situ phase transformations and reaction
temperatures, samples from the zone melted ingot were investigated in a confocal scanning laser
microscope (CSLM) located at the East Chicago (USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D,
described in Chapter 2. Three sections from the zone melt of the high boron alloy including a low
boron region from the DS zone, a mid-boron region from the start of the last zone, and a high
boron region from the middle of the last zone were studied in the CSLM. For all image analysis,
ImageJ was utilized[29].

Results
The high boron and low boron alloys were machined into ∼20 mm diameter bars and
levitation zone melted. Two distinct regions can be seen after polishing and etching of the zone
melted alloy, such as those seen in the zone melted high boron alloy in Figure 4.2a. The DS zone,
labeled 1, contains long columnar grains while smaller, equiaxed grains are present in the last zone
to solidify, labeled 2. In Figure 4.2b, the calculated composition profile of the high boron alloy
from the Thermo-Calc TCFE8 database where k = 0.022, the total length of the ingot is 6.2 cm
with a liquid zone length of 1.3 cm, is represented by a solid line[13,28]. The calculated profile
does not differ greatly if the older TCFE5 database is used[15]. The circles along the composition
profile in Figure 4.2b show experimental measurements obtained from spark OES. The
experimental measurements match with the calculated profile. For the last zone, the average
calculated compositions were ∼0.033 wt% B for the low boron alloy and ∼0.205 wt% B for the
high boron alloy. The experimentally measured compositions in the last zone were 0.033 wt% B
for the low boron alloy and 0.133 wt% B for the high boron alloy.
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Figure 4.2. (a) Image and (b) composition profile of the high boron alloy after zone melting. The
solid line is the calculated composition while the circles represent the experimental
measurements. The directionally solidified (DS) zone is labeled 1, and the last zone to solidify is
labeled 2.
To investigate the microsegregation in the last zone to solidify, the 1D Scheil equation, Eq.
4.1, and the Thermo-Calc TCFE8 database was applied to the zone melted high boron alloy. With
a starting composition of 0.205 wt% B, the calculated composition profile of the last zone is shown
in Figure 4.3. According to the calculations, a majority of the last zone, 90.5%, should solidify as
-bcc iron. At the metatectic temperature, the new -fcc iron that begins to form will contain less
boron than the previous -bcc iron. The final fraction of liquid that remains at 1175°C will form a
binary eutectic structure composed of -fcc iron and Fe2B. The calculations predict that only 4.27%
of the total solid in the last zone will solidify as -fcc iron while 5.19% will freeze as the binary
eutectic.
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Figure 4.3. The predicted composition profile of the last zone to solidify from the zone melt of
the high boron alloy utilizing the 1D Scheil equation.
The calculated data from both zone melted alloys are shown in Table 4.2. Similar to the
last zone in the high boron alloy, the calculations for the last zone in the low boron alloy show that
it solidifies as mostly -bcc iron with small amounts of -fcc iron and binary eutectic. The phase
fractions calculated for both alloys are similar to the values calculated from the older Thermo-Calc
TCFE5 database. The major difference in the calculations between the two databases are the
average boron concentrations in each phase with the recent TCFE8 database predicting less boron
in the -bcc and -fcc iron phases and more boron in the eutectic.
Table 4.2. Average compositions and phase fractions present in the last zone to solidify
calculated from a 1D Scheil equation and the Thermo-Calc TCFE8 database.
Low Boron Alloy
̅
𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒
= 0.033 wt% B
Avg. wt% B
Fraction Solid (%)

High Boron Alloy
̅
𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒
= 0.21 wt% B
Avg. wt% B
Fraction Solid (%)

-bcc iron

0.0040

98.7

0.0054

90.5

-fcc iron
Eutectic

0.0032

0.604

0.0032

4.27

3.9

0.748

3.9

5.19

The optical images in Figure 4.4 show the last zone to solidify from both zone melted
alloys. In both alloys, Fe2B can be seen along the grain boundaries from the eutectic reaction and
as small spherical particles within the bulk of the structure from the metatectic reaction. The
amount of eutectic structure, marked by the arrows in Figure 4.4, is higher in the high boron alloy,
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as predicted with the Scheil equation. Note the Fe2B particles in the bulk of the grains, the array
of small dark dots, are expected to have resulted from the metatectic reaction, which will be
discussed later.

Figure 4.4. Optical images of the polished zone melted (a) low boron alloy and (b) high boron
alloy from the last zone to solidify, with arrows highlighting the eutectic structure in each alloy
To further investigate the phase transitions occurring throughout the zone melted ingot,
samples from various locations along the zone melted high boron alloy, shown with red x marks
in Figure 4.2a, were examined in the CSLM. Low boron samples, ∼0.003 wt% B, were taken from
the middle of the DS zone. Mid-boron samples, ∼0.011 wt% B, were cut from the region at the
start of the last zone, and high boron samples, ∼0.133 wt% B, were from the middle of the last
zone. With these three compositions, the phase transformations were investigated during heating
and cooling of the samples. Upon heating, all samples saw a phase change occur between 921°C
and 959°C, the -bcc to -fcc transition. The low boron samples saw melting at ∼1560°C
corresponding to the expected liquidus temperature. The mid-boron and high boron samples saw
the first melting occur between 1145°C and 1165°C at the eutectic structure. The metatectic
reaction occurred at ∼1381°C for the mid-boron sample with significant amounts of liquid
resolidifying upon heating, Figure 4.5a. The high boron sample saw a phase change at ∼1369°C
with only a slight amount of liquid resolidifying. During cooling, remelting in the mid-boron
sample was seen at ∼1358°C, Figure 4.5b. For the high boron sample, there was a small amount
of remelting at ∼1312°C. Final solidification occurred between 1045°C and 1164°C for the midboron and high boron samples with the high boron samples undergoing another phase change
between 859°C and 872°C.
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Figure 4.5. Images collected from the CSLM during (a) heating and (b) cooling of the mid-boron
sample containing ∼0.133 wt% B. (a) The metatectic reaction during heating is evident as the
liquid solidifies as the temperature increased. (b) The metatectic reaction was also observed
during cooling as the sample remelted with a decrease in temperature.
The high temperature phase transitions are superimposed on the Thermo-Calc predicted
phase diagrams in Figure 4.6 with the high boron samples, 0.133 wt% B, represented on the end
of the partial phase diagrams. In the phase diagram produced with TCFE5, Figure 4.6a, the mid
boron sample is not predicted to remelt, but remelting was seen in the CSLM. This sample is
predicted to remelt in the phase diagram generated with the TCFE8 diagram, Figure 4.6b. However,
the low boron sample is also predicted to remelt in this diagram, which did not occur in the small
area examined in these experiments. Of these two diagrams, TCFE8 appears to better match the
CSLM experimental results.
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Figure 4.6. The Thermo-Calc predicted Fe-B phase diagrams from (a) TCFE5 and (b) TCFE8
databases with the high temperature phase transitions observed in the CSLM marked at
approximately the three sample compositions. The sample with the highest boron content
contained ∼0.133 wt% B, so it is represented at the end of the partial phase diagrams.
Discussion
Various systems that undergo a metatectic reaction have been investigated to determine what
type of microstructure is produced from the low temperature remelting. Some systems produce
microstructure that include spherical particles located in the bulk of the primary grains. These
spherical particles form when liquid nucleates throughout the grains as the metatectic reaction
proceeds. Similar to the solidification of a binary eutectic, the liquid and solid phase from a
metatectic reaction could possibly undergo coupled growth, resulting in liquid spheres of similar
size and similar spacing throughout the grain[18]. This type of microstructure has been seen in
various rare earth alloys and Cu-Sn alloys that undergo a metatectic reaction[17,20]. Another
microstructure that is attributed to the metatectic reaction are thin films that form between primary
and secondary phases, such as sulfide films forming in the Fe-S system[21,23]. For the Fe-B
system, the observed morphology is similar to the intergranular spherical particles present in
metatectic rare earth alloys and is proposed to form as follows.
Based on these previous studies and 1D Scheil solidification, the interdendritic
microsegregation behavior for the last zone to solidify of the zone melted Fe-B ingots is predicted
in Figure 4.7 with the Thermo-Calc TCFE8 phase diagram. As the temperature is initially reduced
in the fully liquid region, -bcc iron grows. The boron content in the -bcc phase increases along
the -bcc solidus as the dendrite grows outward, highlighted in Figure 4.7a. Once the metatectic
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temperature of 1384°C is reached, remelting is predicted to occur in the prior -bcc dendrite where
the boron content falls in the region of the phase diagram, between 0.0025 and 0.0097 wt%
B. This remelting within the -bcc phase is represented by the red dots in Figure 4.7. Below the
metatectic temperature, -fcc iron will solidify directly from the liquid. After 1175°C, any
remaining liquid will solidify as the Fe2B binary eutectic. Based on this analysis, the binary
eutectic should be surrounded by a zone where no remelting occurs with the expected
microstructure shown in Figure 4.7b.

Figure 4.7. (a) The predicted microstructure in the last zone to solidify of the zone melted ingots
as temperature decreases, and (b) a transverse cross section of that predicted microstructure.
The observed experimental microstructures match the general predictions as shown in
Figure 4.8, but there were also some significant differences with respect to the measured phase
fractions as listed in Table 4.3. For example, the areas that contains the spherical Fe2B particles
are assumed to correspond to the prior -bcc phase, and the white areas devoid of the particles
located next to the eutectic are assumed to correspond to the prior, post-metatectic, -fcc phase.
These are labeled in Figure 4.8a. Quantitative microstructure image analysis was utilized to
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determine the percent area of each phase from the high boron zone melted alloy[29]. The region
corresponding to the prior -bcc phase was shaded black, as shown in Figure 4.8b, allowing the
fraction of the prior -fcc phase, the white area, to be calculated. Similarly, re-shading the prior bcc phase to white allows the fraction of the eutectic microconstituent to be found. However, these
area fractions compare poorly to the mass fractions calculated from the 1D Scheil equation, shown
in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.8. (a) Optical image from the last zone to solidify of the high boron zone melted alloy.
The -bcc phase, -fcc phase, and the eutectic structures are labeled. (b) The -bcc phase is
covered in dark shapes to allow the area fraction of the -fcc phase to be determined using
ImageJ. When those dark shapes are converted to white, the area fraction of the eutectic structure
can then be determined.

Table 4.3. The calculated phase fractions from the 1D Scheil equation and the area fractions
from the image analysis for each phase in the last zone of the zone melted high boron alloy, C0 =
0.21 wt% B.

Prior -bcc iron
Post metatectic -fcc iron
Eutectic
Spherical areas (assumed metatectic
remelting) within the grains

1D Scheil Analysis
Fraction Solid (%)
90.5
4.27
5.19

Image Analysis
% Area
50 ± 4.9
47 ± 4.9
3.3 ± 0.12

--

1.71 ± 0.12

The mismatch in the calculated and measured phase fractions could stem from the way the
microstructure was predicted to form, specifically from the microstructural changes that occur due
to the metatectic reaction. One possibility is that some fraction of prior -fcc phase listed in Table
4.3 results from the →L metatectic reaction. Consider again the cored composition of the
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original dendrite shown in Figure 4.9. Due to the steepness of the solidus at the metatectic
temperature, the outermost core of the  dendrite will have a near-metatectic composition.
However, this region will be in direct contact with the bulk liquid, and thus there is no need to
nucleate the liquid for the metatectic reaction to proceed. As a result, the -fcc phase can grow at
the expense of the -bcc phase along the solid/liquid interface. This is illustrated in Figure 4.9. At
the metatectic temperature, 1384°C, the prior- dendrite will decrease in size as the outer layer
remelts in the presence of the bulk liquid. On the other hand, the center of the -bcc dendrite has
a lean hypometatectic composition, and -fcc can nucleate and grow from the parent -bcc phase
in the solid state. Once the metatectic temperature is reached upon cooling, the remaining -bcc
phase is physically separated from the bulk liquid, and the metatectic reaction results in the
remelting within the -bcc phase. Shown in Figure 4.9b is a schematic transverse cross section of
the microstructure detailing where the remelting occurs along with the increase in boron content
from the center of the dendrite. Since the image analysis only accounts for the -bcc phase that
contained spherical particles, this could explain why the amount of measured -bcc is lower than
the predicted amount.
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Figure 4.9. (a) The development of the microstructure seen in the last zone to solidify of the zone
melted ingots as the temperature is decreased. (b) Transverse cross section of the microstructure
at the metatectic reaction. The composition profile details the radial increase in boron
concentration that leads to two different remelting locations.
Another comparison between the experimental optical images and the predicted phase
diagrams is a measurement of the amount of liquid that undergoes the metatectic reaction. Using
the data from TCFE8 in Table 4.1, the mass fraction of liquid that forms due to the metatectic
reaction is 0.32%, and this corresponds to a volume fraction of 0.39% assuming the density of fcc and liquid to be 8.6 and 6.98 g/cm3, respectively. However, from quantitative microstructural
measurements of the spherical regions corresponding to the low temperature remelting, as
highlighted in Figure 4.8, a volume fraction of 1.71% was found. From these values, the
composition of the metatectic reaction can be modified. For example, using Co=0.21 wt% B, the
average composition in the last zone to solidify of the high boron alloy, the mass fraction that
solidifies as δ-bcc is 90.5%, shown in Table 4.2. If the measured volume fraction of the liquid
from the metatectic reaction is assumed to be associated with the spherical boride regions, then a
metatectic composition of CR = 0.034 wt% B is required. If it is assumed that only 50% of the
spherical boride region corresponds to approximately half the amount of δ-bcc iron that solidified,
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from Table 4.3, then a composition of CR = 0.064 wt% B is required to match the 1.71% measured
for the spherical boride regions. If these calculations are repeated using Co=0.133 wt% B, the
single bulk compositional measurement from the last zone shown in Figure 4.2b, the values for CR
are similar and range from 0.032 to 0.061 wt% B. All of these cases result in a metatectic
composition greater than that given by TCFE8 database. Utilizing the values of composition and
temperatures from the CSLM experiments and quantitative microstructural analysis of the zone
melted Fe-B alloys, modifications to the Fe-B phase diagram are shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10. Modifications to the predicted Fe-B binary phase diagram based on experimental
data. The high temperature phase transitions observed in the CSLM are marked at approximately
the three sample compositions. The sample with the highest boron content contained ∼0.133
wt% B, so it is represented at the end of the partial phase diagram.
Conclusions
This study showed that boron segregation was successfully controlled through levitation zone
melting providing an experimental method to examine the predicted phase diagrams.
Microstructural evidence of a metatectic reaction was observed in both optical images of the zone
melted ingots and in the CSLM experiments. Through these results, it is predicted that the
metatectic reaction occurs through two different microstructural changes. The outer core of the bcc dendrite that is approximately at the metatectic composition will remelt along the solid/liquid
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interface while the inner core of the dendrite with lower amounts of boron will nucleate liquid
within the -bcc phase resulting in spherical boride particles. Measuring the amount of those
particles allows for modifications to the predicted phase diagram. Based on the experimental
results, the metatectic reaction occurs at Cs = 0.0025 wt% B, CL = 2.0 wt% B, and CR ranging from
approximately 0.03 to 0.06 wt% B.
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5. THE EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL SOLUTE ELEMENTS COMPARED
TO AN IRON-CARBON-BORON SYSTEM

Introduction
A possible source of the casting defects is anticipated to stem from a metatectic reaction in
the binary Fe-B system. Based on previous experimental work discussed in Chapter 4, specifically
Figure 4.10, the metatectic reaction occurs between 0.0025 and ∼0.06 wt% B at ∼1385°C[40].
When carbon is added to iron-boron system, the metatectic reaction is predicted to occur as + 
→ L +  + as described in Chapter 1[12,13,15]. As the carbon content increases, the composition
range of the metatectic reaction shrinks, eventually disappearing at and above carbon levels of
∼0.2 wt% C, as shown Figure 5.1a. Aside from remelting, another source of casting defects could
be the presence of liquid at low temperatures which both thermodynamic databases predict for all
carbon levels[7,12,13,15]. The TCFE8 database predicts liquid to be present between
approximately 1100 and 1170°C with boron levels greater than ∼0.004 wt% B, which can be seen
in Figure 5.1b.

Figure 5.1. Isopleths from the Fe-C-B ternary system with (a)varying amounts of carbon with a
constant 0.003 wt% B and (b)varying amounts of boron at constant 0.2 wt%.
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Previous experimental work performed by Blazek et al. with alloys containing 0.004 wt% B
show a white phase forming along the grain boundaries of as-cast ingots even when no carbon is
present. This is predicted to be a boron rich iron-boron phase that is likely the low temperature
melting phase[7]. Under a confocal scanning laser microscope, boron-containing steel alloys
formed an opaque liquid between 1000 and 1200°C which was believed to be the low temperature
liquid iron-boron phase, as described in Chapter 1. For boron levels of 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 wt%,
the liquid disappears between 1400 and 1460°C only to reappear between 1450 and 1478°C,
showing experimental evidence of the metatectic reaction[7]. This reaction for 0.01 wt% B was
not predicted in the TCFE5 phase diagrams but was predicted in TCFE8. It is evident that the
metatectic reaction and subsequent solidification in the Fe-C-B ternary system is not well
characterized.
This study utilizes levitation zone melting to experimentally investigate solute segregation
in a Fe-C-B ternary alloy. The range of compositions and microstructures contained in the zone
melted ingot are characterized with optical and scanning electron microscopy. Qualitative and
quantitative chemical analysis are performed with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
and spark optical emission spectroscopy (OES), respectively. This successful experimental
procedure is then applied to a commercially available boron-containing steel alloy, 22MnB5, to
further investigate the source of casting defects through controlled solidification.

Experimental Technique
A simple ternary alloy containing Fe, 0.23 wt% C and 0.003 wt% B was cast at the East
Chicago (USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D. Electrolytic iron and vacuum induction
melting were utilized to limit impurities in the cast ingot. ArcelorMittal also provided an as-cast
sample of their commercial 22MnB5 alloy. The standard composition of 22MnB5 is given in Table
5.1[41]. Both alloys were machined into ∼20 mm diameter bars and levitation zone melted at a
growth rate of ∼13 mm/h as described in Chapter 2. The cooling rate for the last zone to solidify
was ∼55 °C/min for the ternary alloy and ∼ 30 °C/min for 22MnB5.
Table 5.1. ASM standard composition of 22MnB5 given in weight percent[41].
C

Mn

P

S

Si

Al

Ti

B

0.2 – 0.25

1.1 – 1.4

≤ 0.025

≤ 0.008

0.15 –
0.35

≥ 0.015

0.02 –
0.05

0.002 –
0.005
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The zone melted ingot is then cross-sectioned, polished, and etched as described in Chapter
2. Various regions were imaged under an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). For bulk composition measurements, spark optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was
performed at the East Chicago (USA) Center of ArcelorMittal Global R&D. For small scale
qualitative chemical analysis, electron dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was utilized in the SEM.
Vickers hardness measurements were taken in a grid pattern as illustrated in Figure 2.3. For the
ternary ingot, the indents were spaced 500 µm between rows and 0.5 cm between columns, while
the indents taken along 22MnB5 were spaced 0.25 cm between both the rows and columns.

Results and Discussion
After cross-sectioning, polishing, and etching the zone melted Fe – 0.23 wt% C – 0.003 wt%
B and 22MnB5 ingots, three distinct regions can be identified, as shown in Figure 5.2. There are
two directionally solidified (DS) zones and the last zone to solidify. The two DS zones can be
explained by carbon segregation and the presence of a peritectic reaction.

Figure 5.2. Macro images of the zone melted (a) Fe-C-B and (b) 22MnB5 alloys after cross
sectioning, polishing, and etching in ∼3% nital.
5.3.1 Fe-C-B Zone Melt
To examine the carbon segregation, the composition profile across the zone melted Fe-C-B
ingot was calculated from the Thermo-Calc TCFE8 database and Equation 2.1[12,13,28]. The total
length of the zone melt was 7.14 cm with a liquid zone length of 1.27 cm, and the partition
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coefficients are shown in Table 5.2. The calculated profiles are shown for carbon and boron in
Figure 5.3. The circles along the profile show experimental measurements obtained from spark
OES, as described in Chapter 2, with the hollow circles showing measurements below the detection
limit of the system. The experimental measurements of the bulk carbon composition match with
the calculated profile. The experimental measurements of the bulk boron composition fall below
the detection limit of 5 ppm B except for the measurements collected from the last zone to solidify.
The calculated boron composition is also below 5 ppm B until it reaches the last zone where the
average composition is 0.016 wt% B. The average calculated carbon composition in the last zone
is 0.70 wt% C.
Table 5.2. Average partition coefficients, k, from TCFE8 used for calculating composition
profiles of the Fe-C-B zone melted ingot.
k,avg

Carbon
0.17

Boron
0.016

k,avg

0.33

0.0025

Figure 5.3. The calculated and experimental composition profile for (a) carbon and (b) boron
across the zone melted Fe-C-B alloy. The hollow circles show measurements that were below the
detection limit of the spark OES system. The first directionally solidified (DS) zone, labeled 1,
solidifies down the -solidus. The second DS zone, labeled 2, occurs after a peritectic jump in
composition leading to the steady-state planar growth of austenite. Finally, the enriched liquid
undergoes Scheil solidification resulting in the last zone to solidify, labeled 3.
The two DS zones form as carbon segregation pushes -bcc solidification in the first DS zone
to jump to steady state solidification of -fcc in the second DS zone through a peritectic jump that
results during planar solidification of a hyperperitectic alloy[42]. Based on the Fe-C binary phase
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diagram in Figure 5.4, the zone melted alloy with a Co of 0.23 wt% C is hyperperitectic. The alloy
will begin to solidify primarily as -bcc down the -solidus. When -bcc reaches composition C,
-fcc will nucleate at composition Cp, covering the primary -bcc phase and stopping the peritectic
reaction. This will result in a discrete jump in composition from -bcc at C to -fcc at Cp defined
as the peritectic jump, shown in Figure 5.4[42]. The peritectic jump is followed by -fcc growth
as it solidifies down the -fcc solidus to reach steady state growth at Co. As the ingot freezes at Co,
the liquid remaining in the last zone will have a composition of C L. This fully explains the
composition profile of the Fe-C-B zone melted ingot shown in Figure 5.3. The first DS zone is the
solidification of -bcc followed by the peritectic jump in composition as -fcc begins to grow at
approximately steady state.

Figure 5.4. Partial Fe-C binary phase diagram illustrating planar solidification of a
hyperperitectic alloy with original composition of Co.
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While the three distinct macroscopic regions of the zone melted ternary ingot can be
attributed to carbon segregation, the presence of boron affects the development of the
microstructure. Optical and SEM images of the polished and etched zone melted Fe-C-B ingot are
shown in Figure 5.5. The first DS zone, labeled 1, has a calculated average composition of 0.07
wt% C and 9.4E-5 wt% B. Based on the TCFE8 predicted diagrams and previous work in the FeB binary system, no remelting from a metatectic reaction should occur at these low boron
compositions. The microstructure consists of ferrite and pearlite, seen in Figure 5.5(1) and has an
average hardness value of 91.5 ± 10.1 HV. The second DS zone is growing at steady state at ∼0.23
wt% C. As shown in Figure 5.1b, no metatectic reaction is predicted at this carbon level. In the
second DS zone, a bainitic structure with hardness of 133 ± 6.74 HV formed. At a carbon
composition of ∼0.23 wt% C, the Fe-C phase diagram predicts austenite to transform to pearlite
and proeutectoid ferrite, as shown in Figure 5.4. If the ingot was a binary Fe-C alloy, the second
DS zone would be expected to look similar to the first DS zone, but with more pearlite. However,
there is clearly a change in morphology as the sample cooled from -fcc as the system was powered
down. Since boron is present in this ingot, it must play a role, even though it was below the
experimental detection limit of 5 ppm B, resulting in the formation of a bainitic structure instead
of the ferrite and pearlite predicted by a Fe-C binary system. Also, clean prior-austenite grain
boundaries are seen along the length of the 2DS zone. The last zone contains carbon near the
eutectoid composition, CL in Figure 5.4, leading to the formation of a mostly pearlitic
microstructure with hardness of 201 ± 18.7 HV.
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Figure 5.5. Images taken from (a) locations along the zone melted Fe-C-B ingot using (b) optical
microscopy and (c) SEM.
The last zone also contains higher boron content which is predicted to no longer be soluble
in the bulk solid. Investigating this zone in the SEM reveals an iron boro-carbide phase along the
interdendritic regions where the last liquid would have solidified, Figure 5.6. The EDX spectra
show the bulk of the last zone contains Fe and C, the black spectra labeled 1, while the grain
boundary phase contains Fe, C, and B, the red spectra labeled 2. The boron-rich phase is most
likely Fe23(B,C)6 that has been identified in other boron-containing steels[3]. This is similar to the
boron-rich white phase that Blazek et al. saw in their as-cast ingots[7]. These iron boro-carbides
are only found in the last zone to solidify of the ternary alloy, and these observations are
summarized in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.6. SEM images and corresponding EDX spectra from the last zone to solidify in the
zone melted Fe-C-B ingot. The bulk, black spectra labeled 1, contains Fe and C while the grain
boundary phase, red spectra labeled 2, contains Fe, C, and B. Such borides were only found in
the last zone to solidify of the ternary ingot.
5.3.2 22MnB5 Zone Melt
5.3.2.1 Composition Profile
Similar to the ternary ingot, the zone melted 22MnB5 ingot also contained three zones that
can be explained by carbon segregation and the peritectic jump. The composition profiles across
the zone melted 22MnB5 ingot calculated from the TCFE8 database and Equation 2.1 for carbon,
boron, and titanium are shown in Figure 5.7[12,13,28]. The total length of the zone melt was 6.7
cm with a liquid zone length of 1.6 cm. The average partition coefficients were calculated from
TCFE8 and are listed in Table 5.3. The squares along the profile show experimental measurements
obtained from spark OES with the hollow squares representing the measurements that were below
the detection limit of the system.
Table 5.3. Average partition coefficients, k, from TCFE8 used for calculating composition
profiles of the 22MnB5 zone melted ingot.
k,avg
k,avg

Carbon
0.16
0.31

Boron
0.013
0.0026

Titanium
0.24
0.19
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Figure 5.7. Experimental and calculated composition profiles of (a) carbon, (b) boron, and (c)
titanium across the zone melted 22MnB5 ingot with the hollow squares representing
measurements that were below the detection limit of the system.
In the first DS zone, labeled 1 in Figure 5.7, carbon content slightly increases from 0.075 to
0.085 wt% C, and the boron content falls below the detection limit of the spark OES system, 5
ppm. The bulk measurements of titanium in the first DS zone is scattered, although it might show
decreasing composition. For compositions to decrease in planar solidification, the partition
coefficient of the system could be greater than one or precipitates could form and be pushed ahead
of the solid/liquid interface. These precipitates would then be deposited within the solid when the
growth front changes, such as a peritectic jump from -bcc to -fcc.
After the peritectic jump, all measured composition values in the second DS zone, labeled 2
in Figure 5.7, are greater than the calculated values for carbon, boron, and titanium. Also, each of
the measured profiles in this zone follow a similar pattern of increasing concentration to a
maximum followed by a decrease preceding the start of the last zone to solidify. After the transition
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from -bcc to -fcc growth, the concentration of solute elements should continue to increase as the
ingot solidifies down the -fcc solidus. Ideally, solidification would eventually reach steady state
planar growth at Co. However, both carbon and titanium are measured above their respective Co
values due to variations in the size of the liquid zone during the zone melting process. For example,
as the liquid zone decreases in size, the DS ingot begins freezing faster than the original bar is
melting. The solute in the liquid increases, pushing the bulk composition above Co. When the
processing parameters are adjusted to increase the size of the liquid zone, the solute concentration
decreases leading to the decrease in bulk composition seen in the second DS zone of the 22MnB5
ingot. With the zone melting system as shown in Figure 2.1, when the liquid zone decreases in size
with the same separation between the two solid pieces, the bar diameter will decrease. As the
processing parameters are adjusted, the liquid zone increases with an increase in diameter. These
changes are visible in the diameter of the solid bar shown in Figure 5.2b.
At the start of the last zone, labeled 3 in Figure 5.3, a sharp decrease in solute concentration
occurs prior to solidification of the enriched liquid. The initial decrease is evidence of a dendritic
solidification front as the furnace begins to power down. The solute balance resides in the last zone,
explaining the large increase in composition.
5.3.2.2 Microstructure
To further investigate how the presence of other solute elements affect the solidification
behavior, Vickers hardness measurements and optical images were taken along the length of the
bar, Figure 5.8. The start of the 22MnB5 zone melt is comprised of pro-eutectoid ferrite and
pearlite with an average Vickers hardness of 151 ± 10.2 HV, labeled 1a. This is followed by a
distinct change in microstructure to an acicular ferrite with pearlite and an increase in hardness to
185 ± 5.77 HV, labeled 1b. These two regions are both within the first DS zone of the 22MnB5
ingot. There is a change in microstructure and hardness without a distinct change in carbon
composition. A change in boron composition could play a role, but it was below the detection limit
of the spark OES system, 5 ppm B, throughout the first DS zone. After carbon segregation reaches
the peritectic reaction, the increase in composition in the second DS zone corresponds to an
increase in hardness, labeled 2. The two-phase structure within this region contains blooms of
pearlite around faceted iron grains. At the start of the last zone, labeled 3, hardness values decrease
to 186 ± 6.75 HV associated with another change in microstructure before greatly increasing within
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the last zone. The start of a dendritic growth front as the zone melt system is powered down is
evident in the hardness measurements and a change in microstructure, labeled 3.
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Figure 5.8. (a) Vickers hardness measurements along the length of the zone melted 22MnB5
ingot with (b) associated optical images of the microstructure. 1a and 1b are both located within
the first directionally solidified (DS) zone while 2 and 3 are within the second DS zone and the
last zone to solidify, respectively.
For analysis of precipitate formation, the zone melted 22MnB5 ingot was examined in a SEM.
In the second DS zone, Fe-C-B particles, most likely Fe23(B,C)6, are located along prior austenite
grain boundaries, Figure 5.9(a)[3]. Also in the second DS zone of 22MnB5, particles are present
within the faceted iron grains, Figure 5.9b. Through EDX, these particles are seen to contain Ti,
Zr, N, and C, red spectra labeled 2 in Figure 5.9. Recall, the possible decrease in titanium
composition within the first DS zone could be explained by the presence of these particles. The
titanium containing particles formed while the first DS zone grew and remained in the liquid zone
leading to a decrease in titanium composition along the length of the first DS zone. When the
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peritectic jump occurred, solidification transition from -bcc to -fcc, and the titanium containing
particles were deposited in the newly formed solid. These particles appear to have nucleated the
ferrite grains leading to pearlite growth, as seen in the pearlite blooms that formed in the second
DS zone.

Figure 5.9. SEM images and associated EDX spectra of (a) an iron boro-carbide particle within a
prior austenite grain boundary and (b) a titanium containing particle located with the faceted iron
grain. Both are found at the start of the second DS zone in the 22MnB5 zone melted alloy.
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In the last zone to solidify of the 22MnB5 zone melted ingot, the concentration of all solute
elements is much higher, leading to more precipitation. Boron is found to form particles with iron
and boron while the other solute elements form particles containing Ti, C, and S along with
Ti(C,N). The precipitates found in each zone are summarized in Table 5.4.

Comparison of the Fe-C-B and 22MnB5 Zone Melts and Conclusions
Comparison of the simple ternary alloy and the more complicated 22MnB5 alloy allows
conclusions to be drawn regarding the role of solute elements in the solidification behavior of
boron-containing steels. Boron remained in solution in the ternary alloy leading to the formation
of bainite and clean prior-austenite grain boundaries throughout both DS zones. In the second DS
zone of the 22MnB5 ingot, the solute concentration increased due to a decrease in the size of the
liquid zone during processing. Also, boron precipitation along the original austenite grain
boundaries formed Fe23(B,C)6 particles along the length of this zone in 22MnB5. This is likely due
to a breakdown in the planar growth front. With a cellular growth front, boron-rich intercellular
liquid would be present leading to the formation of the boron-rich phase along the grain boundaries.
The boron-rich phase has a low melting temperature that could be the source of the casting
defects[7]. In the last zone to solidify of both ingots, the amount of boron was large enough to
segregate and precipitate from the last liquid to freeze. Boron is found to precipitate out with iron
and carbon while other solute elements form various other precipitates, such as titanium carbides
and titanium sulfides.
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Table 5.4. Summary and comparison of the main observations from the Fe-C-B and 22MnB5
zone melted ingots.
Fe-C-B
22MnB5
Carbon
∼0.05-0.09 wt%
∼0.75-0.85 wt%
Boron
Below detection limit
Below detection limit
First DS zone;
Coarse ferrite and pearlite
prior to peritectic
that changes to acicular
Microstructure Coarse ferrite and pearlite
jump
ferrite and pearlite without
composition change
Precipitates
None
None
Steady state growth at
Increases above Co then
Carbon
∼0.2 wt%
decreases due to processing
issues
Boron
Below detection limit
Two phase structure
Second DS zone;
Microstructure
Bainite
containing pearlite blooms
after peritectic
around faceted iron grains
jump
Fe23(B,C)6 particles within
grain boundaries
Precipitates
None
Ti-Zr-C-N particles within
faceted iron grains
Carbon
∼0.8 wt%
∼0.8 wt%
Boron
∼0.025 wt%
∼0.025 wt%
Last zone to
Microstructure
Martensite, >500 HV
Pearlite, ∼200 HV
solidify
Fe23(B,C)6
Precipitates
Fe23(B,C)6
Ti-C-S and Ti(C,N)
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6. INVESTIGATING THE INTERACTION OF NITROGEN, TITANIUM,
AND BORON IN AHSS

Introduction
As described in Chapter 1, for boron to increase the hardenability of steels, it must remain in
solution. However, boron is a strong nitride-forming element. To prevent boron from combining
with nitrogen and reducing the hardenability, the stronger nitride-forming element of titanium is
added to protect the boron[3]. Steel alloys containing B, N, and Ti have proven difficult to
commercially produce. These issues are believed to stem from the interaction between those three
elements. It has been shown that the addition of titanium in the range of 0.015 to 0.02 wt% reduces
transverse cracking when less than 0.0045 wt% N is present due to formation of titanium nitrides,
yet it is unclear how boron affects the interaction of titanium and nitrogen[43].
To better understand the interaction of boron, nitrogen, and titanium during solidification,
two steel alloys with different levels of nitrogen were studied. Levitation zone melting is utilized
to control the segregation of the alloying elements along the length of the ingot. The compositions
and resulting microstructures were then investigated using optical microscopy, scanning electron
microscopy, and electron dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).

Experimental Technique
ArcelorMittal provided two as-cast samples of a boron-containing AHSS alloy with different
amounts of nitrogen. Each contained similar amounts of alloying elements, such as titanium and
boron, with the higher nitrogen alloy containing approximately twice as much as the low nitrogen
alloy. Both alloys were machined into ∼20 mm diameter bars and levitation zone melted. This
processing method is described in Chapter 2. The growth rate for both alloys was ∼19 mm/h with
a cooling rate for the last zone of ∼ 30 °C/min. To minimize any impurities in the atmosphere
during processing, the zone melt chamber achieved a vacuum less than 1E-4 torr prior to being
back filled with ultra-high purity (5N) He gas which was gettered using a Centorr gas purifier with
a Ti charge at ∼600°C.
The zone melted ingot is then cross-sectioned, polished, etched, and characterized as
described in Chapter 2. Various regions were imaged under an optical microscope and a scanning
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electron microscopy (SEM). For bulk composition measurements of carbon, boron, titanium, and
nitrogen were performed as discussed in Chapter 2. For small scale qualitative chemical analysis,
electron dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was utilized in the SEM. Vickers hardness measurements
were performed with 0.25 cm spacing between each column and 500 µm spacing between each
row, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Results and Discussion
Both the low N and high N alloys from ArcelorMittal were levitation zone melted, crosssectioned, polished, and etched with ∼3% nital. The zone melted ingots and images of the crosssections are shown in Figure 6.1. The high N alloy contained very distinct bands throughout the
directionally solidified region with the dark bands labeled 1a, 1b, and 1c and the lighter bands
labeled 2a, 2b, and 2c in Figure 6.1a. The last zone to solidify is labeled 3. The low N alloy also
contained banding. This ingot also encountered processing issues that lead to an unstable liquid
zone length. This can visually be seen in the image of the zone melted bar in Figure 6.1b. There is
a drop of metal that solidified from a spill, and the end of the zone melt just prior to the last zone
to solidify shows evidence of liquid rolling over the solid. A changing liquid zone length during
the zone melting process will affect the composition. For example, if the liquid zone length
narrows, the composition within that liquid will become enriched with solute compared to
unchanging conditions. This will affect the bulk composition measured along the bar as well as
the microstructure. To remove major processing issues from the discussion, only the precipitate
formation will be examined for the low N zone melted ingot, while the microstructure and
composition profile will be examined for the high N zone melted ingot.
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Figure 6.1. Macro images of the zone melted (a) high N and (b) low N ingots. Distinct banding is
labeled in the high N ingot with the dark bands labeled 1, the light bands labeled 2, and the last
zone to solidify labeled 3.
6.3.1 Analysis of the High Nitrogen Zone Melt
Experimental bulk composition measurements across the high N zone melted ingot for
nitrogen, carbon, titanium, and boron are shown in Figure 6.2. The bands labeled in Figure 6.1a.
are marked on each profile. The nitrogen profile in Figure 6.2a does not follow the same trend as
the other solute elements. Nitrogen remains at very low levels of ∼0.0006 wt% N until the end of
the ingot. As seen in Figure 6.2b-d, the profiles of carbon, boron, and titanium followed similar
trends. Band 1a contains a low amount of solute followed by a jump in composition in band 2a to
approximately the original alloy composition for both boron and carbon. Starting at band 1b, the
composition jumps from above Co to below Co in a repetitive pattern until the last zone, labeled 3,
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is reached. The dark bands, 1b and 1c, have higher compositions above Co while the lighter bands,
2b and 2c have compositions that fall near or below Co.

Figure 6.2. Experimental composition measurements of (a) nitrogen, (b) carbon, (c) titanium, and
(d) boron along the length of the zone melted high N alloy. The bands shown in the macro
image, Figure 6.1a, are marked on each profile.
To further investigate this banding, optical images and Vickers hardness measurements were
taken along the profile of the high N zone melted ingot, Figure 6.3. The microstructures in the dark
bands are similar with hardness values of 451 ± 53 HV and 540 ± 31 HV for 1b and 1c, respectively.
In these regions, carbon has reached ∼0.3 wt% C, and a proeutectoid ferrite and pearlite structure
is expected. However, there is a change in morphology as the ingot cooled from the austenite phase
resulting in a bainite structure. The higher content of boron and other solute elements within these
regions must play a role in microstructure formation. The lighter bands, 2b and 2c, display
microstructures of a fine acicular ferrite and pearlite. These two bands contain around 0.15 wt% C
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and have hardness values of 358 ± 39 HV and 332 ± 34 HV for 2b and 2c, respectively. Similar to
the peritectic jump as described in the previous chapter, the regions containing high carbon levels
are expected to grow as -bcc while the lower carbon regions are expected to grow as -fcc. Some
possible explanations of this banding follow.
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Figure 6.3. (a) Vickers hardness measurements and (b) optical images taken along the high N
zone melted ingot from the bands labeled in Figure 6.1a.
6.3.1.1 Peritectic Banding
One possible explanation of what is occurring in the high N zone melted ingot is peritectic
banding during planar solidification of a hypoperitectic alloy, such as Co in Figure 6.4[44]. Initially,
-bcc begins to solidify down the -bcc solidus as the ingot attempts to reach steady state growth
at Co, Figure 6.4a. This leads to solidification occurring below the peritectic temperature where a
planar -fcc solid/liquid interface is predicted. -fcc then laterally covers the solidification front
and begins to grow, Figure 6.4b. The composition of CS where -fcc will begin to grow is greater
than Co. Planar growth of -fcc now attempts to reach steady state at Co, Figure 6.4c. This pushes
the composition of the ingot back where -bcc is predicted to solidify, Figure 6.4d. Now, -bcc
will laterally cover the solidification front and begin to grow, Figure 6.4a. The process will
continue to repeat resulting in a -bcc/-fcc banded structure, Figure 6.4f, as steady state growth
is never reached. If this is occurring in the high N alloy, issues experienced during the casting of
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these steels could be due to a hypoperitectic chemistry. In steels with a carbon content in the
hypoperitectic region, liquid solidifies as two different solids simultaneously, and the difference
in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the two solids leads to defects in the as-cast product[7].
However, based on the TCFE8 database, the original alloy composition of the high N alloy is not
predicted as a hypoperitectic case.

Figure 6.4. Illustrating the peritectic jump that occurs during the planar solidification of a
hypoperitectic alloy. As (a) -bcc grows towards steady state, -fcc growth becomes favored.
(b)-fcc then covers the growth front and beings to (c) grow towards steady state. (d)This pushes
the ingot into a region where -bcc is favored. (f)The process repeats forming a banded structure
of -fcc and -bcc.
Furthermore, the boron composition profile does not match what would be expected if
peritectic banding was occurring. In the iron-boron system, a metatectic reaction occurs, similar
to Figure 6.5a. Here, boron has a higher solubility in -bcc when compared to -fcc, and the
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partition coefficient of boron in -bcc, k, is greater than the partition coefficient of boron in fcc, kB. Recall that the partition coefficient, k, is the ratio of the compositions at the solidus and
liquids at a given temperature. Boron should drop in composition as solidification changes from
-bcc to -fcc, opposite of how carbon behaves. In the iron-carbon binary system, a peritectic
reaction occurs, similar to Figure 6.5b. Carbon has a higher solubility in -fcc compared to -bcc,
and kC, is less than kC resulting in an increase in composition as solidification changes from bcc to -fcc, If peritectic banding is occurring, boron concentrations should fall below Co,B and
carbon above Co,C in the dark bands, 1b and 1c, and boron content should fall above Co,B and
carbon below Co,C in the light bands, 2b and 2c. This is not the case as seen in Figure 6.2d. The
experimental measurements show that boron follows a similar trend as carbon with higher
concentration in the dark bands and lower concentration in the lighter bands, so peritectic banding
cannot be the cause of the microstructural variation seen along the directional solidified ingot.

Figure 6.5. Schematic of a (a) metatectic reaction and (b) peritectic reaction with tie lines drawn
for the partition coefficients, k = CS/CL.
6.3.1.2 Instability of the Planar Growth Front
Another possible explanation of the banding is a breakdown of the planar growth front during
directional solidification. The critical limit for the breakdown of stability of a solidification growth
front of a binary alloy is given in Equation 5.1 below[44]. The breakdown in stability depends on
the partition coefficient, k, the slope of the liquidus line, m, diffusion coefficient in the liquid, DL,
and the original alloy composition. The velocity of the solid/liquid interface is given by V, and the
growth rate is G.
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𝑘
𝑉 = 𝐺𝐷𝐿 (
)
𝑚𝐶𝑜 (𝑘 − 1)

Eq. 5.1

A simple example calculation was performed using the properties listed in Table 6.1. The
slopes of the liquidus lines and partition coefficients were gathered from the binary Fe-B and FeC phase diagrams from TCFE8[12,13]. The diffusion coefficient in the liquid is from Kurz and
Fisher for Fe-C and assumed to be the same for Fe-B[45]. In the case of boron, the breakdown of
planar -fcc occurs at a velocity an order of magnitude smaller than the breakdown of planar bcc, 5.5 and 73 mm/h, respectively. This results in the planar growth of -bcc followed by the
breakdown of -fcc planar growth into -fcc cellular growth, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. The boronenriched intercellular liquid that forms from the cellular growth of -fcc, also shown in Figure 6.6,
results in the higher boron measurements within the zone melted ingot. The question that follows
is why does the banding form, which is explained as follows.
Table 6.1. Variables used in example calculation of the critical limit for planar stability.
Co (wt%)
G (°C/m)
DL (m2/s)
k
m(°C/wt%)
k
m(°C/wt%)
Vcrit, (mm/h)
Vcrit, (mm/h)

Boron
0.0017
15000
2E-8

Carbon
0.2
15000
2E-8

0.008
-70.2
0.001
-117

0.196
-86.3
0.314
-91.3

73
5.5

15
27
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Figure 6.6. Illustration of the breakdown of the planar solidification front during zone melting
resulting in the formation of boron-rich intercellular liquid.
6.3.1.3 Peritectic Jump and Process Banding
One other possible explanation of the banding seen along the high N zone melted ingot stems
from a peritectic jump followed by processing issues. Initially, -bcc solidifies down the -solidus
followed by a peritectic jump to steady state growth of -fcc at the original alloy composition. This
will occur during the planar solidification of a hyperperitectic alloy as previously explained in
Figure 5.4. In the high N ingot, region 1a experiences -bcc growth at low solute concentrations.
Region 2a shows a jump in composition followed by growth at ∼Co for carbon as shown in Figure
6.2b. Boron also displays this jump in composition in region 2a, which is unexpected based on
previous work in the ternary Fe-C-B system. Zone melting of a Fe-C-B alloy resulted in only
carbon showing compositional evidence of a peritectic jump. This jump in boron composition
could be explained by a breakdown of the planar -fcc growth front, as shown in Figure 6.6 and
discussed in the previous section. With a cellular growth front and low melting boride phase, the
solid/liquid interface becomes difficult to visually identify during zone melting. Without a distinct
solid/liquid interface, it is easy to assume the size of the liquid zone is changing. Ideally, the liquid
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zone will stay the same size throughout the zone melting process. If the size of the liquid zone
visually appears to be changing, the power of the zone melt system is manually adjusted to increase
or decrease the amount of liquid. When the amount of liquid appears to increase, the power is
manually decreased to reduce the size of the liquid zone. Less liquid results in an increase in solute
concentration. If the amount of liquid appears to decrease, the power is manually increased to
increase the amount of liquid, resulting in a decrease in solute concentration. In the case of the
high N alloy, the planar breakdown of the solidification front and formation of a low melting phase
during zone melting made it appear as though the liquid zone was changing size during processing.
The manual response to the apparent change resulted in the bands that follow the peritectic jump,
regions 1b through 2c. As the processing parameters are adjusted, the liquid zone increases with
an increase in diameter. These changes are visible in the diameter of the solid bar shown in Figure
6.1a. With the knowledge that the liquid zone only visually appears to be changing in size, no
manual adjustments would be made if the alloy was zone melted again. This would likely eliminate
the microstructure and compositional banding that is seen in regions 1b through 2c of the high N
zone melted ingot.
6.3.2 Precipitate Formation
The boron-enriched intercellular liquid results in the formation of boron-rich precipitates,
and from the start of the zone melt for both alloys, iron borocarbides are found along the original
austenite grain boundaries. Two of these particles with their corresponding EDX spectra are shown
in Figure 6.7. The grain boundary particles containing Fe, C, and B are found throughout the
directionally solidified zone of both zone melted alloys.
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Figure 6.7. SEM and EDX spectra of prior austenite grain boundaries from the (a) high N and (b)
low N zone melted ingots. The bulk EDX spectra is black and labeled 1 while the grain boundary
phase is red and labeled 2.
Other particles were found throughout the directionally solidified ingots as well. The high N
zone melted ingot saw titanium carbonitrides within the bulk, Figure 6.8a. The low N zone melted
ingot contained titanium-carbides without a nitrogen peak, Figure 6.8b. The average nitrogen
content throughout the DS region was ∼0.0006 wt% for the high N alloy and ∼0.0004 wt% for the
low N alloy. With similar titanium contents, the minimum amount of nitrogen to be present for
titanium carbo-nitrides to form falls between 4 and 6 ppm. The goal of titanium is to keep nitrogen
from forming boron-nitrides, but it appears that 0.0004 wt% N is too low to combine with either
of the other elements since no TiN or BN are found.
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Figure 6.8. SEM and EDX spectra of representative bulk particles found in the (a) high N and (b)
low N zone melted ingot. The bulk EDX spectra is black and labeled 1 while the particle is red
and labeled 2. Note the strong nitrogen peak present in the (a) high N zone melted ingot.
Conclusions
In levitation zone melting of two boron-containing AHSS alloys with different nitrogen
contents, the formation a low melting boron-rich phase and varying processing conditions played
a key role. The ingot containing higher N experienced a peritectic jump from -bcc to -fcc
followed by microstructure and compositional banding that stemmed from manual adjustments
during processing. As the planar -fcc growth front breaks down into a cellular growth front, a low
melting boron-rich phase forms along original austenite grain boundaries. This cellular solid/liquid
interface and the low melting phase result in the liquid zone appearing to change size during the
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zone melt process. Unnecessary manual adjustments were made in response to the apparent liquid
zone change in size, resulting in the microstructure and compositional banding.
In both alloys, a low melting boron-rich phase formed along the original austenite grain
boundaries. This is evidence of a boron enriched intercellular liquid that formed due to the
breakdown of the planar solidification front. The low melting point of the boron-rich phase could
be a source of the casting defects seen in these alloys during continuous casting[7]. It was also
seen that with similar amounts of titanium, the amount of nitrogen for the formation of Ti(C,N)
precipitates falls between 4 and 6 ppm N. While the goal of titanium is to keep boron away from
nitrogen, 4 ppm N is low enough for nitrogen to remain in solution as no BN or Ti(C,N) formed.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Small amounts of boron can improve the hardenability of steel alloys at a low cost. However,
the addition of boron leads to difficulties during commercial production, specifically via
continuous casting. These difficulties were thought to stem from a metatectic reaction,  →  + L,
occurring in the iron-boron binary system. Depending on which thermodynamic database is
utilized, this reaction is predicted to occur at different boron levels. This study experimentally
investigated the Fe-B binary system through controlled segregation of levitation zone melting and
in-situ observation of local microstructure changes in a confocal scanning laser microscope.
Evidence of a metatectic reaction in the Fe-B system was seen through both techniques providing
a good comparison to the predicted diagrams. The work resulted in experimentally expanding the
composition range over which the metatectic reaction occurs, 0.0025 to ∼0.06 wt% B at ∼1385°C.
The experimental technique successfully applied to the binary system was then used to
investigate how the addition of carbon and other solute elements affect the metatectic reaction and
subsequent solidification. When carbon is added to the Fe-B system, levitation zone melting results
in a -bcc to -fcc peritectic jump as steady-state growth conditions are reached with respect to
carbon segregation. Boron remained in solution until the last zone to solidify was reached.
Although the boron content throughout the DS zone remained below the detection limit of 5 ppm
B, it did have an impact on the microstructure as bainite formed where proeutectoid ferrite and
pearlite were predicted from the carbon composition.
With commercial boron-containing AHSS alloys, levitation zone melting was used to
investigate how boron segregation was affected by the presence of other solute elements. Although
boron is known to be a strong nitride former, boron was found to precipitate out with iron and
carbon while nitrogen formed precipitates with titanium and carbon. These nitrides lead to the
formation of ferrite and pearlite in 22MnB5 but did not have the same influence in the other
commercial alloys investigated. It was also seen that with similar amounts of titanium, the amount
of nitrogen for the formation of Ti(C,N) precipitates falls between 4 and 6 ppm N. While the goal
of titanium is to keep boron away from nitrogen, 4 ppm N is low enough for nitrogen to remain in
solution as no BN or Ti(C,N) formed. When low amounts of boron are present, less than 5 ppm B,
it was seen to have an influence on the microstructure development in 22MnB5, similar to the
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ternary alloy. However, higher levels of boron result in the formation of boride precipitates along
original austenite grain boundaries. These form as a result of boron-rich intercellular liquid, not
from a solid state transformation, as illustrated in Figure 7.1a. When these steel alloys are
commercially produced, they will undergo dendritic solidification, as illustrated in Figure 7.1b. As
solidification begins, -bcc grows. The solute content in the -bcc phase will increases along the
-solidus as the dendrite grows outward. This could result in areas within the -bcc grain reaching
combinations of boron and carbon content that will undergo remelting through the metatectic
reaction. As shown with the Fe-B binary ingot, the remelting can result in liquid nucleating within
the grain itself. If the outside of the -bcc dendrite is at a composition to remelt, the grain will
decrease as -fcc begins to grow. As -fcc grows, more solute will be pushed into the liquid
resulting in the precipitation of the low melting boron-rich phase. The formation of the low melting
boride phase from interdendritic segregation is likely a source of the casting defects. To determine
if commercial ingots could also see remelting from a metatectic reaction, more work needs to be
done.

Figure 7.1. The formation of the low melting boron-rich phase in (a) cellular and (b) dendritic
growth. The composition profile that forms across the -bcc dendrite could lead to remelting
from the metatectic reaction, represented as described in Figure 4.9.
Through the work presented in Chapter 4, the composition range over which the metatectic
reaction occurs in the Fe-B system has been experimentally determined. It has yet to be determined
if these levels of boron are present in the commercially cast ingots where a boride phase has not
precipitated. The amount of boron with respect to distance from original austenite boundaries
needs to measured quantitatively to determine if as-cast ingots could experience the metatectic
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reaction. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is difficult to accomplish. Currently the best method would
be to identify austenite grain boundaries through EBSD in an SEM. This will identify which grain
boundaries are likely to have the highest amounts of boron segregation without the formation of a
boride phase. Depending on which tool is available, EELS in an aberration-corrected TEM or APT
could work to quantify boron at single atom chemical sensitivity with nanometer spatial resolution.
These numbers would help to determine if a metatectic reaction could occur in commercially cast
products. Regardless of the possibility of remelting through the metatectic reaction, casting issues
could stem from the presence of the low melting boride phases. Based on the work presented in
Chapter 5 and 6, the formation of borides results from boron-rich intercellular liquid, not from a
solid state transformation. To prevent the formation of the low temperature phase, another alloying
element could be introduced. This element would need to segregate into the liquid, where it could
prevent the formation of the low melting boride phase.
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